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SUMMARY -  SOUTH PENNINE MOORS SPA / cSAC
South Pennine Moors SPA / cSAC
Number of authorisations identified 
at Stage 1
No. assessed at stage 2 as 
potential ‘likely significant effect’
Water Quality
Discharge
Consents
185 0
Waste
Management
Licences
19 1
Abstraction
Licences
206 0
IPC/IPPC Permits 31 0
RAS 0 0
TOTAL 392 1
Search Criteria
Criteria used in screening for stage 1 of the Review of Consents is in accordance with the 
Environment Agency ‘Habitats and Regulations Guidance, V I, 3/10/01’. Distances have 
been measured from the boundary o f the European site. The following table outlines the 
criteria used for each type o f consent:
Screening criteria for review of consents.
Consent Type Buffer Zone
Water Quality Consents Within 3km
Water Resources abstractions Within 3km
Waste Management Licenses Landfills within 5km
Licensed waste management facilities within 2km
PIR Authorisations IPPC permissions within 10km 
Power stations within 15km
RAS - nuclear sites within 5km others licensed for disposal 
e.g. hospitals within 1km
Methodology
GIS Arcview has been used to identify consents within the specified distances o f South 
Pennine Moors, data held within GIS Arcview comes directly from public register databases 
(this information is updated routinely as new consents are issued). The GIS maps have been 
attached to the corresponding pro-forma to assist in determining significant effect for stage 2 
o f the review.
Points to note
The South Pennine Moors cross several Environment Agency boundaries, namely North 
West Region (South and Central Areas), Midlands Region and North East Region. The North 
West South Area is the lead region/area and responsible for collation o f pro-formas. 
Identification of relevant authorisations and assessment o f likely significant effect have, been 
made by the officers in their respective areas.
Authorisations identified within the relevant search criteria are the same for both the cSAC 
and SPA. Therefore, to save duplication o f data, functions have considered the possible 
impacts on features o f both the cSAC and SPA on the same pro-forma.
S outh  Pennines M oors SAC -  B rief H ydrogeological D escrip tion
The South Pennine Moors SAC is mostly underlain by the M illstone Grit o f  the 
Carboniferous age, with some areas underlain by Coal Measures. A lthough there are a 
num ber o f  com ponents to the SAC they are all similar in their geological and hydrogeological 
setting.
Both form ations are designated as minor aquifers under the EA ’s Policy and Practice for the 
Protection o f  Groundwater and as such not considered to be major sources o f  groundwater 
resources. The M illstone Grit and Coal Measures are both quite complex in their structure 
w ith a num ber o f geological units o f varying thickness. The units include sandstones, 
Siltstones, m udstones and coal seams, and so will have a wide range o f permeabilities and 
hence resource potential. The areas are also heavily faulted, especially to the north o f  the 
area, adding to the complexity of the geology and hydrogeology. The drift cover appears to 
be m ostly peat and boulder clay, with some large areas that are not drift covered. The lack o f  
drift cover w ill add to the recharge to the water bearing units, whereas the drift cover w ill 
m inim ise the impact o f any abstractions on any surface water features. Generally, 
groundw ater flow will be from the higher areas towards the watercourses in the valleys, and 
w ithin sandstone and siltstone units in the M illstone Grit and Coal M easures. M any o f  the 
surface w ater features in the upland areas are likely to be perched on boulder clay and/or peat 
above the solid geology, or where the solid geology is o f  low permeability.
The complex nature o f the geology means that issues such as consent and licence applications 
are considered on a case by case basis. For exam ple without knowing which unit a borehole 
taps, it would be difficult to speculate on any interactions between groundwater and any 
im portant surface water features. The upland nature o f  the sites is such that the num ber o f  
abstractions appears to be small. It will also prevent any impact from abstractions that m ay 
be located at a lower elevation (for example outside the SAC but w ithin the buffer zone) from 
im pacting on any water fed features that are at a higher elevation.
Keith Seym our 
Regional Groundwater
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1 : Abstraction Licences
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: SPA and pSAC
South Pennine Moors (SPA and pSAC)
A3. Designated features present (^indicates priority habitat):
SPA:
3.1 Birds of upland habitats
Merlin, Golden Plover, Short eared owl, Curlew, Twite, Peregrine, Dunlin. 
pSAC:
1.1 Fens and wet habitats (not sensitive to acidification)
Wet heathland with cross-leaved heath
1.2 Bogs and wet habitats (sensitive to acidification)
♦Blanket bog
Very wet mires, often identified by an unstable ‘quaking’ surface
1.6 Drv woodlands and scrub 
Western acidic oak woodland
1.8 Drv heathland habitats
Dry heaths______________________________________ ________________
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
Any licences within 3km of the perim eter of the site boundary, from both surface and groundwater 
sources, in accordance with the W ater Resources Trans Regional Action G roup Guidance document. 
See attached GIS map for details.
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency
reference
NGR Dist
(km)
Type Description of permission (brief description only 
e.g. landfill site)
Use
25/68/002/012 SJ 964 693 3 SP Catchpit @ Oakenclough Fm, Sutton, Macc. Ag
25/68/002/013 SK 021 663 1 SP Catchpit @Lowerhouse Fm, Quamford, nr 
Buxton
Ag
25/68/002/014 SJ 964 636 2 GW Well @ Clough House Fm, Heaton Ag
25/68/002/020 SJ 941 670 3 SP Spr fed collecting chamber @ Golden Slack 
Fm, Wincle
Ag
25/68/002/022 SJ 942 664 3 SP Collecting chamber, Higher Greasley Fm, 
Wincle
Ag
25/68/002/023 SJ 961 672 2 GW Well @ Long Gutter Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/025 SJ 956 654 2 SP Springs (10) and Spring-fed collecting 
chamber, Wincle
Ag
25/68/002/037 SJ 940 646 3 GW BH @ Higher Minn End Fm, Bosley Ag
25/68/002/040 SJ 955 654 2 SP Spr-fed catchpit @ Whitelee Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/041 SJ 960 656 1 SP Collecting trough fed by spr @ Bagstones 
Fm, Wincle
Ag
25/68/002/043 SJ 962 661 1 GW BH @ Hill Top Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/044 SJ 952 632 3 SP Well and catchpit on Brandy Lee Fm, 
Rushton Spencer
Ag
25/68/002/046 SJ 975 636 2 GW Well @ Pool Fm, Swythamley Ag
25/68/002/052 SJ 968 670 1 SP Coll tank @ Algreave Fm and trough @ 
Longdale Fm, Wincle
Ag
25/68/002/053 SJ 996 720 1 SP Coll chamber fed by spr @ Torgate Fm, 
Macc.
Ag
25/68/002/069 SK001 682 2 SP Coll tank and troughs (5) fed by spr @ Cut 
Thom Fm
Ag
25/68/002/071 SJ 946 641 3 GW BH @ Barley ford Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/073 SJ 947 675 3 SP Spr @ Cleulow Cross Fm, Sutton Ag
25/68/002/076 SJ 960 672 2 SP Coll tank fed by springs (2) @ Wild Boar 
Inn, Wincle
I/C
25/68/002/089 SJ 955 664 2 GW Coll tank fed by a BH & drainage, @ Lane 
End Fm
Ag
25/68/002/090 SJ 953 662 2 GW BH @ Wood Cottage Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/096 SJ 971 725 2 GW Wells (8) @ Winchall Top Whitehills Fm, 
Macc
Ag
25/68/002/097 SJ 975 686 2 SP Spr fed coll tanks (3) @ Higher and Lower 
Nabbs Fm
Ag
25/68/002/099 SJ 974 675 2 SP Catchpits (3) @ Blaze Fm, Wilboarclough, 
Macc
Ag
25/68/002/100 SK 020 650 1 SP Catchpits (2) fed by sprs @ Annroach Fm, 
Quamford
Ag
25/68/002/110 SJ 973 636 2 GW BH @ Far Bam Fm, Swythamley, Rushton 
Spencer
Ag
25/68/002/111 SJ 960 656 1 SP Sprs feeding storage tanks (2) @ Mellor 
Rnowl, Wincle
Ag
25/68/002/112 SJ 947 671 3 SP Spr fed coll tank@ Butterlands Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/113 SJ 990 689 3 SP Res fed by a spr @ Crag Heale, 
Wildboarclough
Prw
25/68/002/114 SJ 985 683 3 SP Catchpit fed by Spr @ Under Berry Bank Fm, 
Wildboarclough
Ag
25/68/002/144 SJ 975 627 2 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Thomyleigh Hall, Heaton Ag
25/68/002/150 SJ 953 652 2 SP Sprs (2) @  LH's premises, Bosley, Macc I/C
25/68/002/157 SJ 967 666 1 GW BH @ premises, Burnt House Fm, Wincle Ag
25/68/002/164 SJ 959 672 2 GW BH @ premises @ Wincle, Macc I/C
25/68/002/166 SJ 982 681 3 SP Underground catchpit @ Wildboarclough I/C
25/68/002/170 SK 019 673 1 GW BH @ Quamford, Buxton Ag
25/68/002/171 SJ 954 633 3 GW Well @ Heaton Low Fm, Heaton, Rushton 
Spencer
Ag
25/68/002/172 SJ 955 631 3 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Heaton Ag
25/68/002/174 SJ 994 683 3 SP Spr @ Wildboarclough, nr Macc. Ag
25/68/002/183 SJ 996 661 1 SP Spr fed coll tank, Quamford I/C
25/68/002/185 SJ 961 652 1 GW BH @ premises, Wincle Prw
25/68/002/192 SJ 982 700 3 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Wildboarclough, Macc I/C
25/68/002/203 SJ 982 685 3 GW BH @ Wildboarclough I/C
25/68/002/209 SJ 959 661 2 GW BH @ Church of Eng Primary Sch, Wincle I/C
25/68/002/211 SJ 963 651 1 SW R. Dane @ Danebridge Ag
25/68/002/212 SJ 962 652 1 SP Spr feeding a ram pump @ Wincle Prw
25/68/002/221 SJ 959 628 3 GW BH @ Hawksley Fm, Rushton Spencer Ag
25/68/002/224 SJ 992 721 1 SP Spr east of Torgate Fm, Macc Forest I/C
25/68/002/251 SJ 981 685 3 GW BH @ Wildboarclough I/C
25/69/002/008 SD 936 161 2 SW Rochdale Canal @ LH's premises, 
Littleborough
I/C
25/69/002/039 SD 954 177 1 SW Res (2) fed by sruface drainage @ LH's 
premises, Littleborough
I/C
25/69/002/047 SD 946 14] 1 SW Longden End Brk @  premises, Rakewood, 
Littleborough
I/C
25/69/002/062 SD 941 173 2 GW Brick lined catchpit @ Higher Gale, Gale, 
Littleborough
Ag
25/69/002/136 SD 945 159 1 SW Shore Lane Brk @ Littleborough I/C
25/69/002/151 SD 919 181 3 SP Spr @ Whitlow Style, Littleborough Prw
25/69/002/154 SD 950 122 3 SW Compensation release fr Ogden Res; abstr fr 
well pit, Newhey
I/C
25/69/002/158 SD 946 188 1 SP Sprs (2) @ Wilmers Fm, Littleborough Ag
25/69/002/205 SD 963 125 2 SW Res (8): Rooden/ Hanging Lees/ Piethom/ 
Kitcliffe/ Ogden network
Pws
25/69/002/206 SD 932 124 3 GW Colliery shaft @ premises, Butterworth Hall, 
Milnrow
Pws
25/69/002/207 SD 934 122 3 SW Res fed by un-named trib o f Butterworth Hall 
Brk
I/C
25/69/002/209 SD 940 123 3 SP Coll chamber @ land adjoining Lark Hill Fm, 
Newhey
Ag
25/69/002/213 SD 955 117 3 SW Spr fed res @ Milnrow Prw
25/69/002/214 SD 952 137 1 SP Spr @ LH's premises, Milnrow Ag
25/69/002/216 SD 923 139 3 SP Spr fed tank @ LH's premises, Milnrow Ag
25/69/002/228 SD 955 115 3 SW Wickenhall Clough @ Ogden, Newhey, 
Rochdale
Ag
25/69/002/229 SD 955 116 3 SW Bottom Lodge @ Wickenhall, Ogden, 
Newhey
Ag
25/69/002/230 SD 947 158 1 SW Un-named watercourse @ Whittaker Golf 
Club, Littleborough.
I/C
25/69/002/231 SD 954 159 1 SW Shore Lane Brk @ Littleborough I/C
25/69/002/232 SD 948 155 1 SP Spr fed storage tank @ Whittaker Golf Club, 
Littleborough
I/C
25/69/002/234 SD 941 181 2 SW Mill Res @ Calderbrook, Littleborough I/C
25/69/002/240 SD 938 172 3 SW Town House Brk & Gale House Res 
Overflow
I/C
25/69/002/246 SD 947 156 1 GW BH @ Whittaker Fm, Shore Lane, 
Littleborough
Prw
25/69/002/250 SD 935 163 2 GW BH @ Stockton Street, Littleborough I/C
25/69/002/252 SD 968 179 1 GW BH @ The White House Inn, Littleborough I/C
25/69/002/253 SD 942 132 2 GW BH @ Tunshill, Milnrow, Rochdale Ag
25/69/002/271 SD 933 174 3 SW Long Clough Brk, Littleborough Ag
25/69/009/004 SK 016 890 2 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Long Lee Fm, New Mills Ag
25/69/009/009 SK 056 817 3 SW Black Brook @ Chapel-en-le-Frith I/C
25/69/009/010 SJ 996 809 3 SP Spr @ Kishfield Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/011 SK 001 719 1 GW Well @ Cat and Fiddle Inn, Nr Macc I/C
25/69/009/012 SK 079 807 3 GW Well @ Peaslows Fm, Chapel-en-le-Frith Ag
25/69/009/019 SJ 992 782 1 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Tunstead Knoll Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/020 SJ 993 793 2 SP Spr @ Old Matts Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/034 SJ 986 789 2 SP Spr fed coll tank and trough @ 
Neighbourway Fm
Ag
25/69/009/039 SK 015 869 3 SW Res fed by R. Sett & surface drainage @ 
Birch Vale, New Mills
I/C
25/69/009/044 SJ 997 803 3 GW Wells (2) @ Gap House, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/047 SJ 992 803 3 SP Well and coll tank fed by spr @ Greendales 
Fm
Ag
25/69/009/048 SK 032 864 2 SP Spr fed catchpit and BH @ Farm, Hayfield, 
Stockport
Ag
25/69/009/049 SJ 996 799 3 SP Spr @ Greenhead Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/052 SJ 994 799 3 GW Wells (2) fed by sprs @ Clayton Fold, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/054 SJ 995 798 3 SP Spr fed catchpit at Lapwing Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/055 SJ 991 778 2 SP Spr @ Meadows Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/056 SJ 985 775 1 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Hollowcowhey Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/058 SK 050 839 3 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Bole Hill Fm, Chinley Ag
25/69/009/063 SK 033 891 1 GW BH @ Brookhouse Fm, Little Hayfield Ag
25/69/009/064 SK 050 839 3 SP Spr fed Catchpit @ Greengates, Chinley Ag
25/69/009/072 SK 022 799 3 SP Dpr fed catchpit @ Cadster Fm, Whaley 
Bridge
Ag
25/69/009/073 SK 033 888 3 SP Spr fed coll tanks (3) @ Marl House Fm Ag
25/69/009/088 SJ 990 793 2 SP Spr fed catchpits (2) @ Bent Hall Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/090 SJ 996 792 2 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Needhams Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/094 SK 016 903 2 SP Spr fed catchpit @ King's Clough Fm, 
Rowarth
Ag
25/69/009/097 SJ 988 792 2 SP Sprs (2) @ Sid End Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/098 SJ 995 794 2 SP Sprs (2) @ Wrights Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/099 SJ 994 788 2 SP Spr fed coll tank and well (2) @ Round -Knoll Ag
25/69/009/100 . SJ 986 792 2 SP Spr fed coll tank @ the Old Post Office;' 
Neighbourway
Ag
25/69/009/101 SJ 987 795 2 SP Sprs (3) @ Spout House Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/102 SJ 986 793 2 SP Well fed by springs @ Slaters Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/103 SJ 979 793 3 SP Spr @ Gnat Hole Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/104 SJ 994 789 2 SP Spr @ Higher Lane Fm, Kettleshulme Ag
25/69/009/105 SJ 988 800 3 SP Well fed by spr @ Well House Fm, 
Kettleshulme
Ag
25/69/009/108 SK 024 910 1 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Plainsteads, Monks Rd, 
Glossop
Ag
25/69/009/109 SK 025 902 2 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Knarrs Fm, Little 
Hayfield
Ag
25/69/009/110 SK 055 882 1 SW Kinder Res impounding R. Kinder @ Chapel- 
en-le-Frith
Pws
25/69/009/111 SK 016 724 1 SW R. Goyt & Deep Clough, Femilee & Erwood 
Reservoirs
Pws
25/69/009/112 SK 013 782 • 2 GW BHs (2) @ Femilee, Whaley Bridge Pws
25/69/009/119 SK 064 809 3 SW Black Brk @ premises, Town End Garage, 
Chapel-en-le-Frith
I/C
25/69/009/124 SK 018 795 3 SP Well and troughs fed by spr @ Elnor Lane 
Fm
Ag
25/69/009/131 SK 004 898 3 SP Spr and spr fed catchpit @ Rowarth, 
Stockport
Ag
25/69/009/132 SK 008 893 3 SP Spr fed tank @ Ringstones Fm, Rowarth Ag
25/69/009/133 SK 018715 1 GW BH @ Derbyshire Bridge, nr Buxton I/C
25/69/009/135 SK 022 869 . 3 SW Mill pond fed by R.Sett @ Birch Vale, New 
Mills
I/C
25/69/009/136 SK 022 870 3 SW R. Sett @ Birch Vale, Stockport I/C
25/69/009/145 SK 034 890 1 GW BH @ Spray House Fm, Little Hayfield, 
Stockport
Ag
25/69/009/149 SK 010 776 . 1 SP Spr fed storage tank @ Hartington, Taxal Ag
25/69/009/151 SK 032 786 3 GW BH @ Thorny Lee Fm, Combs, Chapel-en-le- 
Frith
Ag
25/69/009/152 SK 078 830 1 SW Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel- 
en-le-Frith
Prw
25/69/009/153 SK 078 830 1 SW Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel- 
en-le-Frith
Ag
25/69/009/154 SK 078 830 1 SW Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel- 
en-le-Frith
Ag
25/69/009/155 SK 078 830 1 SW Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel- 
en-le-Frith
Prw
25/69/009/157 SK 078 830 1 SW Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel- 
en-le-Frith
Ag
25/69/009/162 SK 019 859 3 GW BH @ Cold Harbour Fm, New Mills, 
Stockport
Ag
25/69/009/170 SJ 988 798 3 GW BH @ Kettleshulme, nr Stockport Ag
25/69/010/001 SK 013 963 2 SW R. Etherow @ Hollingworth, Hyde, Cheshire I/C
25/69/010/005 SK 039 941 2 SW Res fed by Shelf Brk @ Milltown Works, 
Glossop
I/C
25/69/010/008 SK 036 942 2 GW BH @  premises, Glossop I/C
25/69/010/010 SK 017 964 2 GW BH @ Hadfield, Hyde I/C
25/69/010/011 SK 033 903 1 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Land adj to 'Grouse Inn’, 
Chunal
I/C
25/69/010/014 SK 044 951 2 SW Blackshaw Clough @ premises, Hawkshead 
Mill, Glossop
I/C
25/69/010/017 SK 033 962 2 SP Spr fed well @ Little Padfield Fm, Hadfield, 
Hyde
Ag
25/69/010/018 SK 039 929 1 SP Spr fed coll tanks (2) @ Hoecraft Fm, 
Glossop.
Ag
25/69/010/020 SK 029 904 2 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Plainsteads Fm, Monks Ag
25/69/010/022 SK 038 929 1 SP Spring fed collecting tanks @ Lane Ends Fm, 
Whitfield, Glossop
Ag
25/69/010/023 SK 035 915 1 SP Spring fed reservoir @ Hillside Fm, Chunal, 
Derbyshire
Ag
25/69/010/027 . SK 030 956 3 SP Spring fed collecting tanks (2) @ Betterihill 
Fm, Glossop
Ag
25/69/010/030 SK 021 944 3 SW Glossop Brk and Gamesley Brk @  Glossop I/C
25/69/010/032 SK 028 942 ■ 3 SW Glossop Brk @ Glossop I/C
25/69/010/033 SK 028 941 3 SW Glossop Brk @ Glossop I/C
. 25/69/010/034 SK 008 975 1 SW Woodhead, Torside, Rhodeswood, 
Holingworth and Amfied Resvrs
Pws
25769/010/036 SK 024 943 • 3 GW BH @ High Street West, Glossop I/C
25/69/010/038 SK 043 956 2 SW Swineshaw Res, impounding tribs of Glossop 
Brk @ Glossop
Pws
, 25/69/010/039 SK 038 967 1 SW Torside Goyt, trib o f R. Etherow nr Padfield, 
Chapel-en-le-Frith
Pws
25/69/010/040 SK 055 938 1 SW Hurst Res, impounding Hurst Brk @ Glossop Pws
25/69/010/045 SK 052 940 1 SW Hurst Brk @ Chapel-en-le-Frith I/C
25/69/010/048 SK 028 941 3 SP Spring @ Wren Nest Mill, Glossop I/C
25/69/010/050 SK 001 978 2 GW BH @ Hollingworth Hall Fm Pws
25/69/010/051 SK 009 959 3 ■ GW BH @ premises, Woolley Bridge, 
Hollingworth, Glossop
1/C
25/69/010/054 SK 071 994 1 GW BH @ Crowden House Fm, Crowden Ag
25/69/010/148 SK 074 994 1 SP Tank fed by sprs & hydraulic ram @  
Crowden, Hayfield
Prw
25/69/010/156 SK 034 905 1 GW BH @ the Grouse Inn, Glossop I/C
25/69/012/014 SE 005 038 2 SW Res fed by surface drainage @ Greenfield, 
Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/015 . SE 006 034 . 2 SP Sprs (2) @ Greefield, Oldham I/C
25/69/012/018 SE 005 042 2 SW Mill pond fed by Tunstead Clough @ 
Greenfield, Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/031 SD 985 080 3 SW R. Tame @  Delph I/C
25/69/012/039 SE 019 067 3 SP Coll tank nr Running Hill Fm, Dobcross, 
Oldham
Ag
25/69/012/040 SE 008 063 1 SP Spr @  LH's premises, Cross Keys Inn, 
Saddleworth
I/C
25/69/012/045 SE 000 072 2 SP Spr fed coll tanks (2) @ Dobcross Loom 
Works, Dobcross
Ag
25/69/012/047 SD 965 113 2 SP Spr @ White Slack Fm, Newhey, Rochdale Ag
25/69/012/051 SD 977 094 3 SP Spr fed coll tanks (5) @ Marled Earth Fm, 
Delph
Ag
25/69/012/052 SD 979 097 2 SP Spr fed drinking troughs (19) @ Delph Slack 
Fm, Delph
Ag
25/69/012/054 SD 969 102 3 SP Sprs (2) @ Woodbrow Fm, Oldham Rd, 
Denshaw
Ag
25/69/012/055 SJ 984 977 3 GW Spr fed catchpit @ Higher Harpley Fm, 
Stalybridge
Ag
25/69/012/057 SD 994 069 3 SP Spr fed catchpits (5) & wells (2) @ Roundhill 
Fm, Dobcross
Ag
25/69/012/059 SD 989 011 3 GW BHs (2) @ Buckton Vale Works, Stalybridge, 
nr Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/060 SD 998 013 3 SW Carr Brk Frontage @ Buckton Vale Works, 
Stalybridge, Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/071 SD 968 112 2 SP Spr fed well @ La Pergola Hotel, Denshaw, 
nr Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/072 SE 024 059 1 SP Sprs @ Upperwood House Fm, Greenfield, nr 
Oldham
Ag
25/69/012/075 SD 978 105 2 SP Spr fed coll tanks (2) @ Ralphs and Spring 
Field
Ag
25/69/012/082 SD 988 074 3 SW Res fed by R. Tame @ Gatehead Mills, 
Delph, nr Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/085 SD 992 005 3 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Shireclough, Carrbrook, 
Cheshire
Ag
25/69/012/091 SD 987 017 3 SP Spr fed catchpit @ Castlehill, Carrbrook, 
Cheshire
Ag
25/69/012/099 SE 010036 1 SW Surface drainage fed mill pond, Greenfield 
Paper Mill
I/C
25/69/012/100 SE 013 038 1 SW Chew Brk rir Dovestones Res & Greenfield 
Paper Mill
I/C
25/69/012/103 SD 967 111 , 2 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Cherry Clough Fm, 
Denshaw
Ag
25/69/012/104 SE 021 046 1 SW Yeoman Hey, Dovestones, Lower Swineshaw 
& Walkerwood Resrvs
Pws
25/69/012/107 SD 997 098 3 SW U & L Castleshaw Res, impounding Hull 
Brk, Saddleworth
Pws
25/69/012/108 SD 986 122 1 SW Readycon Dean, Crookgate, Dowiy, New 
Year's Bridge reservoirs
Pws
25/69/012/124 SE 000 090 2 GW BH @  LH's premises, Delph, Oldham I/C
25/69/012/130 SE 008 090 2 SW Catch tank fed by un-named watercourse @ 
Diggle, nr Oldham
Prw
25/69/012/131 SD 992 055 3 GW BH @ Saddleworth Golf Club, Upper Mill, nr 
Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/133 SD 992 061 3 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Saddleworth Golf Club Prw
25/69/012/136 SE 008 088 2 SW Un-named watercourse feeding storage tank 
@ Thurstons
Prw
25/69/012/142 SD 992 043 3 SW R. Tame @ Saddleworth WWTW, 
Greenfield, nr Oldham
I/C
25/69/012/151 SD 990 031 3 GW BH @ Greenfield, Oldham Prw
25/69/018/007 SJ 956 731 3 SP Sprs (2) @ land adj to Five Ashes Fm, Macc Ag
25/69/018/037 SJ 956 738 3 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Walkerbam Fm, Macc Ag
25/69/019/004 SJ 969 775 3 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Harropfold Fm, Rainow, 
Macc
Ag
25/69/019/005 SJ 969 775 3 SP Coll tank @ Harropfold Fm, Rainow, Macc Ag
25/69/019/017 SJ 967 762 3 SP Sprs (2) @ Clews Head Fm, Rainow, Macc Ag
25/69/019/018 SJ 962 771 3 GW Well @ Paddock Rnoll Fm, Rainow, Macc Ag
25/69/019/025 SJ 976 739 2 SP Coll tank @ Ankers Rnowl Fm, Macc Forest Ag
25/69/019/029 SJ 961 743 3 SP Spr @ Walker Bam Fm feeding tank @ 
Hordern Fm, Rainow
Ag
25/69/019/031 SJ 963 772 3 GW BH @ The Highwayman PH, Bollington, 
Macc
I/C
25/69/019/033 SJ 969 768. 3 SP Spr fed coll tank @ Blue Boar Fm, Rainow, 
Macc
Ag
25/69/019/035 SJ 970 753 2. SW Lamaload Res, impounding R. Dean, Macc Pws
25/69/019/048 SJ 962 764 3 GW BH @ Dawson Bam Fm, Rainow, Macc Ag
25/69/019/049 SJ 969 760 . 2 GW BH @ Common Bam Fm, Saltersford, 
Rainow, Macc
Ag
Notes for Water Resources (EA):
Total Licences = 206, o f which:
1 \ |K D m j i u i  I k 111 H i t I  ISC
Groundwater (GW) 52 1 Km 57 Agriculture (Ag) 120
Spring (SP) 101 2 Km 64 Industr./ Com. (I/C) 59
Surface water (SW) 53 3 Km 85 Public water supply (Pws) 14
Private water supply (Prw) 13
u ry  run  u s i  - o n e  uesunpuun
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25/68/002/012 S; j 964 693 35>P / 4.55 1659 iatchpit @ Oakenclough Fm, Sutton, Macc. 1
25/68/002/013 «;k 21 663 1 5P / 3.18 1023 CJatchpit @Lowerhouse Fm, Quarnford, nr Buxton 2
25/68/002/014 ;j 964 636 2(3W / 1.36
OoIT) Well @ Clough House Fm, Heaton 3
25/68/002/020 5J 941 670 3!BP 5.45 1991 5pr fed collecting chamber @ Golden Slack Fm, Wincle 4
25/68/002/022 SJ 942 664 3.3P 5 1827 Collecting chamber, Higher Greasley Fm, Wincle 5
25/68/002/023 5J 961 672 2 3W 4.55 1591 A/ell @ Long Gutter Fm, Wincle 6
25/68/002/025 3J 956 654 2 SP ^g 9.09 3319 Springs (10) and Spring-fed collecting chamber, Wincle 7
25/68/002/037 SJ 940 646 3 GW ^g 7.27 2655 BH @ Higher Minn End Fm, Bosley 8
25/68/002/040 SJ 955 654 2 SP ^g 11.37 4148 Spr-fed catchpit @ Whitelee Fm, Wind 9
25/68/002/041 SJ 960 656 1 SP Ag 3.18 1164 Collecting trough fed by spr @ Bagstones Fm, Wincle 10
25/68/002/043 SJ 962 661 1 GW Ag 7.73 2819 BH @ Hill Top Fm, Wincle 11
25/68/002/044 SJ . 952 632 3 SP Ag 9.09 3319 Well and catchpit on Brandy Lee Fm, Rushton Spencer 12
25/68/002/046 SJ 975 636 2 GW Ag 2.96 1000 Well @ Pool Fm, Swythamley 13
25/68/002/052 SJ 968 670 1SP Ag 5.45 1991 Coll tank @ Algreave Fm and trough @ Longdale Fm, Wincle 14
25/68/002/053 SJ . 996 720 1SP Ag 3.68 1346 Coll chamber fed by spr @ Torgate Fm, Macc. 15
25/68/002/069 SK 1 682 2 SP Ag 3.41 1246 Coll tank and troughs (5) fed by spr @ Cut Thom Fm 16
25/68/002/071 SJ 946 641 3 GW Ag •- 10 3651 BH @ Barley ford Fm, Wincle 17
25/68/002/073 SJ 947 675 3 SP Ag 5.45 1991 Spr_@ Cleulow Cross Fm, Sutton 18
25/68/002/076 SJ 960 672 2 SP Ind/Com 7.96 2905 Coll tank fed by springs (2) @ Wild Boar Inn, Wincle 19
25/68/002/089 SJ 955 664 2 GW Ag 5 1827 Coll tank fed by a BH & drainage, @ Lane End Fm 20
25/68/002/090 SJ 953 662 2 GW Ag 6.82 2455 BH @ Wood Cottage Fm, Wincle 21
25/68/002/096 SJ 971 725 2 GW Ag 12.73 4646 Wells (8) @ Winchall Top Whitehills Fm, Macc 22
25/68/002/097 SJ 975 686 2 SP Ag 10 3650 Spr fed coll tanks (3) @ Higher and Lower Nabbs Fm 23
25/68/002/099 SJ 974 675 2 SP Ag 13.82 5046 Catchpits (3) @ Blaze Fm, Wilboarclough, Macc 24
25/68/002/100 SK 2C 650 1 SP Ag 2.1 £ 796 Catchpits (2) fed by sprs @ Annroach Fm, Quamford 25
25/68/002/110 SJ 972 636 2 GW Ag 4.55 165S BH @ Far Barn Fm, Swythamley, Rushton Spencer 26
25/68/002/111 SJ 96C 656 1 SP Ag 6.14 2182 Sprs feeding storage tanks (2) @ Mellor Knowi, Wincle 27
25/68/002/112 SJ 947 671 SP Ag 5.4f 192E Spr fed coll tank@ Butterlands Fm, Wincle 28
25/68/002/113 SJ 99C 68E iSP Prw 9.0S 294! Res fed by a spr @ Crag Heale, Wildboarclough 29
25/68/002/114 SJ 98' 68C 5SP Ag 6.3€ 232: Catchpit fed by Spr @ Under Berry Bank Fm, Wildboarclough 30
25/68/002/144 SJ 97!3 627 >SP Ag 6.0!5 220!j  Spr fed coll tank @ Thornyleigh Hall, Heaton 31
25/68/002/150 SJ 95: 65: >SP Ind/Com 21.8; 527: Sprs (2) @ LH’s premises, Bosley, Macc 32
25/68/002/157 SJ 96'r 66E GW Ag r 250(D BH @ premises, Burnt House Fm, Wincle 33
25/68/002/164 SJ 95!3 672 2GW Ind/Com 2.:2 ■ 83(3 BH @ premises @ Wincle, Macc 34
25/68/002/166 SJ 98 2 68 3SP Ind/Com 3 40 3 Underground catchpit @ Wildboarclough 35
25/68/002/170 SK 13 67:3 GW Ag 4.5 5 1653BH @ Quarnford, Buxton 36
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25/68/002/171 SJ 954 633 3 3W 9.09 3319'/Veil @ Heaton Low Fm, Heaton, Rushton Spencer 37
25/68/002/172 SJ 955 631 3.SP 9.09 3319.Spr fed catchpit @ Heaton 38
25/68/002/174 SJ 994 683 3.SP 6.73 2459.Spr @ Wildboarclough, nr Macc. 39
25/68/002/183 SJ 996 661 1 SP nd/Com 13.64 2273 Spr fed coll tank, Quarnford 40
25/68/002/185 SJ 961 652 1 SW ’ rw 3.74 2273 BH @ premises, Wincle 41
25/68/002/192 SJ 982 700 3 SP nd/Com 0.82 299 Spr fed coll tank @ Wildboarclough, Macc 42
25/68/002/203 SJ 982 685 3 GW nd/Com 45.46 11365 3H @ Wildboarclough 43
25/68/002/209 SJ 959 661 2 GW nd/Com 4.55 864 3H @ Church of Eng Primary Sch, Wincle 44
25/68/002/211 SJ 963 651 1 SW Ag 18184 6637160 R. Dane @ Danebridge 45
25/68/002/212 SJ 962 652 1 SP Prw 0.91 332 Spr feeding a ram pump @ Wincle 46
25/68/002/221 SJ 959 628 3 GW Ag 19.5 7117 3H @ Hawksley Fm, Rushton Spencer 47
25/68/002/224 SJ 992 721 1SP Ind/Com 5 1825 Spr east of Torgate Fm, Macc Forest 48
25/68/002/251 SJ 981 685 3 GW Ind/Com 13.64 4978 BH @ Wildboarclough 49
25/69/002/008 SD 936 161 2 SW Ind/Com 4546 1654780 Rochdale Canal @ LH's premises, Littleborough 50
25/69/002/039 SD 954 177 1 SW Ind/Com 1136 181840 Res (2) fed by sruface drainage @ LH's premises, Littleborough 51
25/69/002/047 SD 946 141 1SW Ind/Com 618.3 120000 Longden End Brk @ premises, Rakewood, Littleborough 52
25/69/002/062 SD 941 173 2 GW Ag 2.73 996 Brick lined catchpit @ Higher Gale, Gale, Littleborough 53
25/69/002/136 SD 945 159 1s w  i Ind/Com 136 35641 Shore Lane Brk @ Littleborough 54
25/69/002/151 SD 919 181 3 SP Prw 22.73 6592 Spr @ Whitlow Style, Littleborough 55
25/69/002/154 SD 950 122 3 s w Ind/Com 1818.4 472784 Compensation release fr Ogden Res; abstr fr well pit, Newhey 56
25/69/002/158 SD 946 188 1 SP Ag 0.45 166 Sprs (2) @ Wilmers Fm, Littleborough 57
25/69/002/205 SD 963 125 2 s w Pws 27276 9978470 Res (8): Rooden/ Hanging Lees/ Piethom/ Kitcliffe/ Ogden network 58
25/69/002/206 SD 932 124 3 GW Pws 13638 3982296 Colliery shaft @ premises, Butterworth Hall, Milnrow 59
25/69/002/207 SD 934 122 3 s w Ind/Com 16 4800 Res fed by un-named trib of Butterworth Hall Brk 60
25/69/002/209 SD 940 123 3 SP Ag 0.9 330 Coll chamber @ land adjoining Lark Hill Fm, Newhey 61
25/69/002/213 SD 955 117 3 s w Prw 1 414 Spr fed res @ Milnrow 62
25/69/002/214 SD 952 137 1 SP Ag 18 6637 Spr @ LH’s premises, Milnrow 63
25/69/002/216 SD 923 139 3 SP Ag 4.55 114 Spr fed tank @ LH's premises, Milnrow 64
25/69/002/228 SD 955 115 3 sw Ag 681 .S 248894 Wickenhall Clough @ Ogden, Newhey, Rochdale 65
25/69/002/229 SD 955 116 3 sw Ag 454.6 81828 Bottom Lodge @ Wickenhall, Ogden, Newhey 66
25/69/002/230 SD 947 158 1 sw Ind/Com 4.5S 295 Un-named watercourse @ Whittaker Golf Club, Littleborough 67
25/69/002/231 SD 954 15S 1 sw Ind/Com 4.5J 295 Shore Lane Brk @ Littleborough 68
25/69/002/232 SD 948 155 1 SP Ind/Com 5.46 459 Spr fed storage tank @ Whittaker Golf Club, Littleborough 69
25/69/002/234 SD 941 181 sw Ind/Com 36.37 18184 Mill Res @ Calderbrook, Littleborough 70
25/69/002/240 SD 93? 172 ISW Ind/Com 454.6 104506 Town House Brk & Gale House Res Overflow 71
25/69/002/246 SD 947 156 GW Prw 18.1t 2726 BH @ Whittaker Fm, Shore Lane, Littleborough 72
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2516910021250 £3D 935 163 2|GW Ind/Com 331 72730 E5H @ Stockton Street, Littleborough 73
25/69/002/252 3D 968 179 1 p / v  Ind/Com 18.18 6637 3H @ The White House Inn, Littleborough 74
25/69/002/253 3D 942 132 2GW /^9 5.46 4546 3H @ Tunshill, Milnrow, Rochdale 75
25/69/002/271 3D 933 174 3 SW 197.26 72000 -ong Clough Brk, Littleborough 76
25/69/009/004 SK 16 890 a sp 9.09 2273.Spr fed catchpit @ Long Lee Fm, New Mills 77
25/69/009/009 SK 56 817 3SW nd/Com 3273.2 600000 3lack Brook @ Chapel-en-le-Frith 78
25/69/009/010 SJ 996 809 3SP Ag 4.55 1655 Spr @ Kishfield Fm, Kettleshulme 79
25/69/009/011 SK 1 719 1 GW nd/Com 4.55 1659 Well @ Cat and Fiddle Inn, Nr Macc 80
25/69/009/012 SK 79 807 3GW Ag 2.27 830 Well @ Peaslows Fm, Chapel-en-le-Frith 81
25/69/009/019 SJ 992 782 1 SP Ag 0.68 250 Spr fed catchpit @ Tunstead Knoll Fm, Kettfeshulme 82
25/69/009/020 SJ 993 793 2SP Ag 1.36 500 Spr @ Old Matts Fm, Kettleshulme 83
25/69/009/034 SJ 986 789 2|SP Ag 4.54 1659 Spr fed coll tank and trough @ Neighbourway Fm 84
25/69/009/039 SK 15 869 3 SW Ind/Com 954.66 250030 Res fed by R. Sett & surface drainage @ Birch Vale, New Mills 85
25/69/009/044 SJ 997 803 3 GW Ag 4.55 1659 Wells (2) @ Gap House, Kettleshulme 86
25/69/009/047 SJ 992 803 3 SP Ag 5.91 2068 Well and coll tank fed by spr @ Greendales Fm 87
25/69/009/048 SK 32 864 2 SP Ag 4.54 1409 Spr fed catchpit and BH @ Farm, Hayfield, Stockport 88
25/69/009/049 SJ 996 799 3 SP Ag 4.54 1655 Spr @ Greenhead Fm, Kettleshulme 89
25/69/009/052 SJ 994 799 3 GW Ag 4.54 1654 Wells (2) fed by sprs @ Clayton Fold, Kettleshulme 90
25/69/009/054 SJ 995 798 3 SP Ag 0.45 165 Spr fed catchpit at Lapwing Fm, Kettleshulme 91
25/69/009/055 SJ 991 778 2 SP Ag 2.27 830 Spr @ Meadows Fm, Kettleshulme 92
25/69/009/056 SJ 985 775 1SP Ag 3.18 1162 Spr fed coll tank @ Hollowcowhey Fm, Kettleshulme 93
25/69/009/058 SK 50 839 3 SP Ag 1.36 498 Spr fed catchpit @ Bole Hill Fm, .Chinley 94
25/69/009/063 SK 33 891 1GW Ag 2.27 455 BH @ Brookhouse Fm, Little Hayfield 95
25/69/009/064 SK 50 839 3 SP Ag 0.45 166 Spr fed Catchpit @ Greengates, Chinley 96
25/69/009/072 SK 22 799 3 SP Ag 1.64 45C Dpr fed catchpit @ Cadster Fm, Whaley Bridge 97
25/69/009/073 SK 32 888 3 SP Ag 1.36 49E Spr fed coll tanks (3) @ Marl House Fm 98
25/69/009/088 SJ 99C 792 2 SP Ag 3.41 1244 Spr fed catchpits (2) @ Bent Hall Fm, Kettleshulme 99
25/69/009/090 SJ 99E 795 2 SP Ag 2.27 83C Spr fed coll tank @ Needhams Fm, Kettleshulme 100
25/69/009/094 SK 16 902 2 SP Ag 2.27 832 Spr fed catchpit @ King's Clough Fm, Rowarth 101
25/69/009/097 SJ 98£ 792 2 SP Ag 6.8/ 2482 Sprs (2) @ Sid End Fm, Kettleshulme 102
25/69/009/098 SJ 99£ 794 2 SP Ag 4.5£ 165* Sprs (2) @ Wrights Fm, Kettleshulme 103
25/69/009/099 SJ 99^ 78f 2 SP Ag 2.27 68; Spr fed coll tank and well (2) @ Round Knoll 104
25/69/009/100 SJ m 79; 2 SP Ag 2.2' 83() Spr fed coll tank @ the Old Post Office, Neighbourway 105
25/69/009/101 SJ 98" 79: 2 SP Ag 2.2' 83( Sprs (3) @ Spout House Fm, Kettleshulme 106
25/69/009/102 SJ 98(5 79: 2 SP Ag ,5 175<D Well fed by springs @ Slaters Fm, Kettleshulme 107
25/69/009/103 SJ 97!5 79:5 2 SP Ag 4.5!5 165.5 Spr @ Gnat Hole Fm, Kettleshulme 108
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25/69/009/104 SJ 994 789 2 SP 4.55 1655|Spr @ Higher Lane Fm, Kettleshulme 109
25/69/009/105 SJ 988 800 3 SP ^g 2.27 796 Well fed by spr @ Well House Fm, Kettleshulme 110
25/69/009/108 SK 24 910 1 SP 8.18 2987|spr fed catchpit @ Plainsteads, Monks Rd, Glossop 111
25/69/009/109 SK 25 902 2 SP ^g 1.36 498 Spr fed catchpit @ Knarrs Fm, Little Hayfield 112
25/69/009/110 SK 55 882 1 SW Pws 0 6655344|Kinder Res impounding R. Kinder @ Chapel-en-le-Frith 113
25/69/009/111 SK 16 724 1 SW Pws 0 15001800|R. Goyt & Deep Clough, Femilee & Erwood Reservoirs 114
25/69/009/112 SK 13 782 2 GW *ws 7955.5 1136500 BHs (2) @ Femilee, Whaley Bridge 115
25/69/009/119 SK 64 809 3 SW nd/Com 6.81 2046|B(ack Brk @ premises. Town End Garage, Chapel-en-le-Frith 116
25/69/009/124 SK 18 795 3 SP Ag 9.09 3319|Well and troughs fed by spr @ Elnor Lane Fm 117
25/69/009/131 SK 4 898 3 SP Ag 9 3300|Spr and spr fed catchpit @ Rowarth, Stockport 118
25/69/009/132 SK 8 893 3 SP Ag 2 800|Spr fed tank @ Ringstones Fm, Rowarth 119
25/69/009/133 SK 18 715 1 GW Ind/Com 5 500|BH @ Derbyshire Bridge, nr Buxton 120
25/69/009/135 SK 22 869 3 SW Ind/Com 270 70919|Mill pond fed by R.Sett @ Birch Vale, New Mills 121
25/69/009/136 SK 22 870 3 SW Ind/Com 1091 398238|r . Sett @ Birch Vale, Stockport 122
25/69/009/145 SK 34 890 1 GW Ag 6.82 2489 BH @ Spray House Fm, Little Hayfield, Stockport 123
25/69/009/149 SK 10 776 1 SP Ag 6.09 2228|Spr fed storage tank @ Hartington, Taxal 124
25/69/009/151 SK 32 786 3 GW Ag 1.59 596|BH @ Thorny Lee Fm, Combs, Chapel-en-le-Frith 125
25/69/009/152 SK 78 830 1 SW Prw 0.82 199|Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel-en-le-Frith 126
25/69/009/153 SK 78 830 1 SW Ag 3.64 1327|Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel-en-le-Frith 127
25/69/009/154 SK 78 830 1SW Ag 6.46 2356|Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel-en-le-Frith 128
25/69/009/155 SK 78 830 1 SW Prw 1.59 581 Trib of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel-en-le-Frith 129
25/69/009/157 SK 78 830 1 SW Ag 2.45 896|Trib.of Royche Stream @ Malcoff, Chapel-en-le-Frith 130
25/69/009/162 SK 19 859 3 GW Ag 2.82 1029|BH @ Cold Harbour Fm, New Mills, Stockport 131
25/69/009/170 SJ 988 798 3 GW Ag 70 10000|BH @ Kettleshulme, nr Stockport 132
25/69/010/001 SK 13 963 2 SW Ind/Com 4546.1 1091063|r . Etherow @ Hollingworth, Hyde, Cheshire 133
25/69/010/005 SK 39 941 2 SW Ind/Com 2400.3 657533|Res fed by Shelf Brk @ Milltown Works, Glossop 134
25/69/010/008 SK 36 942 2 GW Ind/Com 227.3 59098[BH @ premises, Glossop 135
25/69/010/010 SK 17 964 2 GW Ind/Com 2000 258000|BH @ Hadfield, Hyde 136
25/69/010/011 SK 33 903 1SP Ind/Com 2.27 830 Spr fed catchpit @ Land adj to 'Grouse Inn', Chunal 137
25/69/010/014 SK 44 951 2 SW Ind/Com 327.3 81828 Blackshaw Clough @ premises, Hawkshead Mill, Glossop 138
25/69/010/017 SK 33 962 2 SP Ag 5.91 2157 Spr fed well @ Little Padfield Fm, Hadfield, Hyde 139
25/69/010/018 SK 39 92S 1 SP Ag 1.14 415 Spr fed coll tanks (2) @ Hoecraft Fm, Glossop 140
25/69/010/020 SK 2E 904 •.SP Ag 0.91 109 Spr fed catchpit @ Plainsteads Fm, Monks 141
25/69/010/022 SK 3? 92E SP Ag 2.0E 747 Spring fed collecting tanks @ Lane Ends Fm, Whitfield, Glossop 142
25/69/010/023 SK 3E 91E SP Ag 12.7C 4091 Spring fed reservoir @ Hillside Fm, Chunal, Derbyshire 143
25/69/010/027 SK 3C 956 SSP Ag 1.82 727 Spring fed collecting tanks (2) @ Bettenhill Fm, Glossop 144
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25/69/010/030 SK 21 944 35SW nd/Com 31.82 9092 Slossop Brk and Gamesley Brk @ Glossop 145
25/69/010/032 SK 28 942 35SW nd/Com 627.36 20388 Slossop Brk @ Glossop 146
25/69/010/033 5K 28 941 3!3W nd/Com 627.3 Slossop Brk @ Glossop 147
25/69/010/034 SK 8 975 1 SW 154564 49778700'Woodhead, Torside, Rhodeswood, Holingworth and Amfied Resvrs 148
25/69/010/036 SK • 24 943 3 3W nd/Com 136.38 50008 3H @ Hight Street West, Glossop 149
25/69/010/038 SK 43 956 2 SW ^ws 4546 1272880 Swineshaw Res, impounding tribs of Glossop Brk @ Glossop 150
25/69/010/039 SK 38 967 1 SW 4500 1642500 Torside Goyt, trib of R. Etherow nr Padfield, Chapel-en-le-Frith 151
25/69/010/040 SK 55 938 1 SW 3409.5 1250150 Hurst Res, impounding Hurst Brk Glossop 152
25/69/010/045 SK 52 940 1 SW nd/Com 9 360 Hurst Brk @ Chapel-en-le-Frith 153
25/69/010/048 SK 28 941 3 SP nd/Com 627.36 203888 Spring @ Wren Nest Mill, Glossop 154
25/69/010/050 SK 1 978 2 GW 3WS 22.73 4546 BH @ Hollingworth Hall Fm 155
25/69/010/051 SK 9 959 3 GW Ind/Com 1091 136383 BH @ premises, Woolley Bridge, Hollingworth, Glossop 156
25/69/010/054 SK 71 994 1 GW Ag 10 3650 BH @ Crowden House Fm, Crowden 157
25/69/010/148 SK 74 994 1 SP Prw 0.93 341 Tank fed by sprs & hydraulic ram @ Crowden, Hayfield 158
25/69/010/156 SK 34 905 1 GW Ind/Com 13.64 4978 BH @ the Grouse Inn, Glossop . 159
25/69/012/014 SE 5 38 2 SW Ind/Com 4.55 864 Res fed by surface drainage @ Greenfield, Oldham 160
25/69/012/015 SE 6 34 2 SP Ind/Com 21.14 5592 Sprs (2) @ Greefield, Oldham 161
25/69/012/018 SE 5 42 2 SW Ind/Com 1136.5 181840 Mill pond fed by Tunstead Clough @ Greenfield, Oldham 162
25/69/012/031 SD 985 80 3 SW Ind/Com 136.38 22730 R. Tame @ Delph 163
25/69/012/039 SE 19 67 1SP Ag 19.55 7135 Coll tank nr Running Hill Fm, Dobcross, Oldham 164
25/69/012/040 SE 8 63 1SP Ind/Com 0.91 332 Spr @ LH's premises, Cross Keys Inn, Saddleworth 165
25/69/012/045 SE 0 72 2 SP Ag 0.45 45 Spr fed coll tanks (2) @ Dobcross Loom Works, Dobcross 166
25/69/012/047 SD 965 113 2 SP Ag 1.14 415 Spr @ White Slack Fm, Newhey, Rochdale 167
25/69/012/051 SD 977 94 3 SP Ag 0.45 166 Spr fed coll tanks (5) @ Marled Earth Fm, Delph 168
25/69/012/052 SD 979 97 2 SP Ag 11.82 4314 Spr fed drinking troughs (19) @ Delph Slack Fm, Delph 169
25/69/012/054 SD 969 102 3 SP Ag 13.64 497E Sprs (2) @ Woodbrow Fm, Oldham.Rd, Denshaw 170
25/69/012/055 SJ 984 977 2 GW Ag 0.46 152.2S Spr fed catchpit @ Higher Harpley Fm, Stalybridge 171
25/69/012/057 SD 994 6S 3 SP Ag 6.4E 2364 Spr fed catchpits (5) & wells (2) @ Roundhill Fm, Dobcross 172
25/69/012/059 SD 98S 11 c GW Ind/Com 1854.E 1136524 BHs (2) @ Buckton Vale Works, Stalybridge, nr Oldham 173
25/69/012/060 SD 99? 1C :)SW Ind/Com 7955.66 1136524 Carr Brk Frontage @ Buckton Vale Works, Stalybridge, Oldham 174
25/69/012/071 SD 96? 112 2!SP Ind/Com 2.0£ 341 Spr fed well @ La Pergola Hotel, Denshaw, nr Oldham 175
25/69/012/072 SE 24 5 i SP Ag 19.5J 713JjSprs @ Upperwood House Fm, Greenfield, nr Oldham 176
25/69/012/075 SD 97E 10' >SP Ag 11.3' 414J Spr fed coll tanks (2) @ Ralphs and Spring Field 177
25/69/012/082 SD 98f 5SW Ind/Com 636.4^ 9092C Res fed by R. Tame @ Gatehead Mills, Delph, nr Oldham 178
25/69/012/085 SD 992 5SP Ag 3.2' 97( Spr fed catchpit @ Shireclough, Carrbrook, Cheshire 179
25/69/012/091 SD 98" . 1' 3SP Ag 6.8:I 177 I Spr fed catchpit @ Castlehill, Carrbrook, Cheshire 180
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25/69/012/099 SE 10 36 1 SW nd/Com 21593.5 1363800 Surface drainage fed mill pond, Greenfield Paper Mill 181
25/69/012/100 SE 13 38 1 SW nd/Com 15911 5818880 Chew Brk nr Dovestones Res & Greenfield Paper Mill 182
25/69/012/103 SD 967 111 2 SP Ag 4;55 1227 Spr fed coll tank @ Cherry Clough Fm, Denshaw 183
25/69/012/104 SE 21 46 1s w ^ws 55000 15330000 Yeoman Hey, Dovestones, Lower Swineshaw & Walkerwood Resrvs 184
25/69/012/107 SD 997 98 3 s w Pws 7800 2847341 U & L Castleshaw Res, impounding Hull Brk, Saddleworth 185
25/69/012/108 SD 986 122 1 s w ^ws 10455.8 3832278 Readycon Dean, Crookgate, Dowry, New Year's Bridge reservoirs 186
25/69/012/124 SE 0 90 2 GW Ind/Com 14 5000 BH @ LH's premises, Delph, Oldham 187
25/69/012/130 ' SE 8 90 2 SW Prw 0.45 166 Catch tank fed by un-named watercourse @ Diggle, nr Oldham 188
25/69/012/131 SD 992 55 3 GW Ind/Com 58.9 6819 BH @ Saddleworth Golf Club, Upper Mill, nr Oldham 189
25/69/012/133 SD 992 6.1 3 SP Prw 0.91 332 Spr fed-coll tank @ Saddleworth Golf Club 190
25/69/012/136 SE 8 88 2 SW Prw 0.91 332 Un-named watercourse feeding storage tank @ Thurstons 191
25/69/012/142 SD 992 43 3 SW Ind/Com 360 90920 R. Tame @ Saddleworth WWTW, Greenfield, nr Oldham 192
25/69/012/151 SD 990 31 3 GW Prw 2.5 913 BH @ Greenfield, Oldham 193
25/69/018/007 SJ 956 731 3 SP Ag 4.55 1659 Sprs (2) @ land adj to Five Ashes Fm, Macc 194
25/69/018/037 SJ 956 738 3 SP Ag 1.82 455 Spr fed coli tank @ Walkerbam Fm, Macc 195
25/69/019/004 SJ 969 7/5 3 SP Ag 4.32 1273 Spr fed coll tank @ Harropfold Fm, Rainow, Macc 196
25/69/019/005 SJ 969 775 3 SP Ag 5.46 1591 Coll tank @ Harropfold Fm, Rainow, Macc 197
25/69/019/017 SJ 967 762 3 SP Ag 2.27 827 Sprs (2) @ Clews Head Fm, Rainow, Macc 198
25/69/019/018 SJ 962 771 3 GW Ag 1.36 455 Well @ Paddock Knoll Fm, Rainow, Macc 199
25/69/019/025 SJ 976 739 2 SP Ag 5.68 2046 Coll tank @ Ankers Knowl Fm, Macc Forest 200
25/69/019/029 SJ 961 743 3 SP Ag 4.55 1659 Spr @ Walker Bam Fm feeding tank @ Hordern Fm, Rainow 201
25/69/019/031 SJ 963 772 3 GW Ind/Com 4.55 1659> BH @ The Highwayman PH, Bollington, Macc 202
25/69/019/033 SJ. 969 .768 3 SP Ag 2.27 786i Spr fed coll tank @ Blue Boar Fm, Rainow, Macc 203
25/69/019/035 SJ 970 753 2:SW Pws 9092! 3182200i Lamaload Res, impounding R. Dean, Macc 204
25/69/019/048 SJ 962: 764 3;GW Ag 3.64 1327'  BH @ Dawson Bam Fm, Rainow, Macc 205
25/69/019/049 SJ ~ 969I 760i 2:g w Ag 13.64 4976I BH @ Common Bam Fm, Saltersford, Rainow, Macc 206
5-
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PROFORMA FOR STAGE 2 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER 
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 2 - ABSTRACTION LICENCES: SOTJTH PENNINE MOORS (SPA and pS A O
C l. Are any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from abstraction in Appendix 
3? If so, list them: (See section 6, step I)
SPA: None: (Birds o f  Uplands; ‘not usually sensitive to abstraction’). 
pSAC: 2 habitat types ‘sensitive to abstraction’:
1.1 Fens and wet habitats fnot sensitive to acidification)
Wet heathland with cross-leaved heath
1.2 Bogs and wet habitats (sensitive to acidification)
Blanket bog
Very wet mires, often identified by an unstable ‘quaking’ surface
C2. Are there any known abstraction problems on the site? I f  so briefly describe them: (See section 6, 
step II)
No - Water Drains from the site; all abstractions downstream of the site boundary
C3. What is the initial judgement o f significance for the abstraction licences identified under 
SECTION A? (See section 6, step /, II and IV)
Agency
reference
NGR Type
Likely to have a 
significant effect? - yes 
or no
Initial judgem ent made 
under step I or II or IV? - 
specify
25/68/002/012 SJ 964 693 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/013 SK 021 663 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/014 SJ 964 636 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/020 SJ941 670 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/022 SJ 942 664 SP N JV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/023 SJ 961 672 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/025 SJ 956 654 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/037 SJ 940 646 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/040 SJ 955 654 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/041 SJ 960 656 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/043 SJ 962 661 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/044 SJ 952 632 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/046 
......... . ....... .
SJ 975 636 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/052 SJ 968 670 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/053 SJ 996 720 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/069 SK 001 682 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/071 SJ 946 641 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/073 SJ 947 675 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/076 SJ 960 672 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/089 SJ 955 664 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/090 SJ 953 662 GW N IV - No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/096 SJ 971 725 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/097 SJ 975 686 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/099 SJ 974 675 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/100 SK 020 650 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/110 SJ 973 636 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/111 SJ 960 656 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/112 SJ 947 671 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/113 SJ 990 689 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/114 SJ 985 683 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/144 SJ 975 627 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/150 SJ 953 652 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/157 SJ 967 666 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/164 SJ 959 672 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/166 SJ 982 681 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/170 SK 019 673 GW N IV -  No potential for haying a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/171 SJ 954 633 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/172 SJ 955 631 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/174 SJ 994 683 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/183 SJ 996 661 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/185 SJ 961 652 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/192 SJ 982 700 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/203 SJ 982 685 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/209 SJ 959 661 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/211 SJ 963 651 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/212 SJ 962 652 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/221 SJ 959 628 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/224 SJ 9.92 721 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/68/002/251 SJ 981 685 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/008 SD 936 161 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/039 SD 954 177 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/047 SD 946 141 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/062 SD 941 173 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/136 SD 945 159 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/151 SD 919 181 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/154 SD 950 122 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/158 SD 946 188 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/205 SD 963 125 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/206 SD 932 124 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/207 SD 934 122 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/209 SD 940 123 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/213 SD 955 117 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/214 SD 952 137 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/216 SD 923 139 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/228 SD 955 115 s w N IV -  No potential for'having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/229 SD 955 116 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/230 SD 947 158 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/231 3D 954 159 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/232 3D 948 155 3P N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/234 SD 941 181 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/240 SD 938 172 SW N IV -N o  potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/246 SD 947 156 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/250 SD 935 163 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/252 SD 968 179 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/253 SD 942 132 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/002/271 SD 933 174 SW ' N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/004 SK 016 890 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/009 SK 056 817 SW N IV — No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/010 SJ 996 809 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/011 SK 001 719 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/012 SK 079 807 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/019 SJ 992 782 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/020 SJ 993 793 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/034 SJ 986 789 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/039 SK 015 869 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/044 SJ 997 803 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/047 SJ 992 803 SP N IV -N o  potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/048 SK 032 864 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/049 SJ 996 799 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/052 SJ 994 799 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/054 SJ 995 798 SP N IV -N.o potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/055 SJ 991 778 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/056 SJ 985 775 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/058 ' SK 050 839 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/063 SK 033 891 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/064 SK 050 839 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/072 SK 022 799 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/073 SK 033 888 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/088 SJ 990 793 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/090 SJ 996 792 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/094 SK 016 903 SP IV -  N o potential for having a 
, significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/097 SJ 988 792 SP IV -  N o potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/098 SJ 995 794 SP IV -  N o potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/099 SJ 994 788 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/100 SJ 986 792 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/101 SJ 987 795 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/102 SJ 986 793 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/103 SJ 979 793 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/104 SJ 994 789 SP IV -  N o potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/105 SJ 988 800 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/108 SK 024 910 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/109 SK 025 902 SP IV  -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/110 SK 055 882 SW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/111 SK 016 724 SW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/112 SK 013 782 GW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/119 SK 064 809 SW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/124 SK 018 795 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/131 SK 004 898 SP IV  -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/132 SK 008 893 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/133 SK 018 715 GW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/135 SK 022 869 SW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/136 SK 022 870 SW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/145 SK 034 890 GW IV -  N o potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/149 SK 010 776 SP IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/151 SK 032 786 GW IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/152 SK 078 830 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/153 SK 078 830 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/154 SK 078 830 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/155 SK 078 830 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site..
25/69/009/157 SK 078 830 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/162 SK 019 859 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/009/170 SJ 988 798 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/001 SK 013 963 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/005 SK 039 941 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/008 SK 036 942 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the. site.
25/69/010/010 SK 017 964 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/011 SK 033 903 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/014 SK 044 951 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/017 SK 033 962 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/018 SK 039 929 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/020 SK 029 904 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/022 SK 038 929 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/023 SK 035 915 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/027 SK 030 956 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/030 SK 021 944 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/032 SK 028 942 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/033 SK 028 941 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/034 SK 008 975 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/036 SK 024 943 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/038 SK 043 956 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/039 SK 038 967 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/040 SK 055 938 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/045 SK 052 940 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/048 SK 028 941 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/050 SK 001 978 GW N • IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/051 SK 009 959 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
,25/69/010/054 SK 071 994 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/148 SK 074 994 SP N- IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/010/156 SK 034 905 GW ■N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/014 SE 005 038 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/015 SE 006 034 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/018 SE 005 042 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/03} SD 985 080 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/039 SE 019 067 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/040 SE 008 063 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/045 SE 000 072 SP N . IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/047 SD 965 113 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/051 SD 977 094 SP N IV - No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/052 SD 979 097 SP N IV - No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/054 SD 969 102 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/055 SJ 984 977 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect en the site.
25/69/012/057 SD 994 069 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/059 SD 989 011 GW N IV — No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/060 SD 998 013 SW N J V -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/071 SD 968 112 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/072 SE 024 059 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/075 SD 978 105 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/082 SD 988 074 s w N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/085 SD 992 005 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/091 3D 987 017 3P N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/099 3E 010 036 3W N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/100 SE 013 038 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/103 S D 967 111 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/104 SE 021 046 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/107 SD 997 098 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/108 SD 986 122 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/124 SE 000 090 GW . N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/130 SE 008 090 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/131 SD 992 055 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/133 SD 992 061 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/136 SE 008 088 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/142 SD 992 043 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/012/151 SD 990 031 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/018/007 SJ 956 731 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/018/037 SJ 956 738 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/004 SJ 969 775 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/005 SJ 969 775 SP N IV -  No potential for having a . 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/017 SJ 967 762 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/018 SJ 962 771 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/025 SJ 976 739 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/029 SJ 961 743 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/031 SJ 963 772 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/033 SJ 969 768 SP N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/035 SJ 970 753 SW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/048 SJ 962 764 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
25/69/019/049 SJ 969 760 GW N IV -  No potential for having a 
significant effect on the site.
C4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in C3:
Hydrogeological background:
The South Pennine Moors SPA/ pSAC comprises, by definition, upland moorland areas. These are underlain 
by Carboniferous rocks, predominantly alternating with sandstones and mudstones o f Millstone Grit Series 
(Namurian), which are generally horizontally bedded. Although there are a number o f  components to the site 
. they are all similar in their geological and hydrogeological setting.
These formations are designated as minor aquifers under the EA’s Policy and Practice for the Protection o f  
Groundwater and as such are riot considered to be major .sources o f groundwater resources. The Millstone 
Grit and Coal Measures are both quite complex in their structure with a number o f geological units of 
varying thickness. The units include sandstones, Siltstones, mudstones and coal seams, and so will have a 
wide range o f  permeabilities and hence resource potential. The areas are also heavily faulted, especially to 
the north o f  the area, adding to the complexity of the geology arid hydrogeology. The drift cover appears to 
be mostly peat and boulder clay, with some large areas that are not drift covered. The lack o f drift cover will 
add to the recharge to the water bearing units, whereas the drift cover will minimise the impact o f  any 
abstractions. on any surface water features. Generally, groundwater flow will be from the higher areas 
towards the watercourses in the valleys, and within sandstone and siltstone units in the Millstone Grit and 
Coal Measures. Many of the surface water features in the upland areas are likely to be perched on boulder 
clay and/or peat above the solid geology, or where the solid geology is o f  low permeability.
The upland nature of the site is such that the number of abstractions appears to be small. It w ill also prevent 
any impact from abstractions that may be located at a lower elevation (for example outside the site but within 
the 3 km buffer zone) from impacting on any water fed features that are at a higher elevation.
Groundwater and spring licences:
Although there are a number of springs and other groundwater, licences within the. default 3km screening 
zone, none actually fall within the site boundaries. The scale (daily and annual quantities) and locations of 
the abstractions have been considered in the context o f  the hydro-geological setting and generic interest 
features o f  the SPA and pSAC.
By their very nature, licensed abstractions from springs cannot affect anything which is at a higher elevation 
or ‘up-hydraulic gradient’ o f the point o f  abstraction. Therefore, all o f the spring licences can be screened out 
at Stage 2, on the basis that they are not within the hydraulic catchment o f the site.
Similarly, the other licensed groundwater abstractions (boreholes and wells) have been assessed. Due to the 
fact that they are all at lower elevations than the moorland, and tapping strata lower down in the geological 
succession than those which directly underlie the moors, these too can be considered to be outside the 
hydraulic catchment of the site. Furthermore, the nature o f  the interest features makes them not susceptible 
to any changes in water level which may occur at great depth. I.e. they will not be dependent on deeper 
groundwater sources.
In conclusion, we can eliminate all o f  the spring and groundwater licences that were identified in Stage 1 o f  
the Review of Consents because they fall outside of the hydraulic catchment of the site.
Surface water licences:
Due to the upland nature o f the South Pennine Moors SPA and pSAC, the surface water cycle o f the site is 
very simple. The site is solely rainwater fed and drained by natural streams, rivers and land drainage. A total 
of 53 surface water licences were identified in Stage 1.
Those licences used for agriculture, industry and private water supply are all located downstream o f the site 
boundary, and therefore have no potential to have a 'significant effect' upon the hydrology o f  the upland site. 
Therefore these licences are to go no further than stage 2.
The remaining 11 licences are from reservoirs used for public water supply (PWS) purposes. All o f  these 
PWS reservoirs are fed by natural streams, rivers and drainage from the Habitats Directive site itself. 
However, abstractions from these reservoirs have no potential to have a 'significant effect' on the site, due to 
the fact that they are located outside and downstream o f the site boundary. Furthermore, the reservoirs
overlie impermeable bedrock, hence abstractions from them have no potential to affect the groundwater 
sources o f the site. Consequently none o f the 53 surface water licences identified in Stage 1 are to be taken 
any further than stage 2.
In conclusion, none o f the abstraction licences identified in stage 1 are to be taken forward to stage 3 for the 
South Pennine Moors (SPA and pSAC).
C5. Does interna] consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
C6. If not what is the new assessment? ( See section 6, step V)







PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
SECTION A: STAGE 1
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
South Pennine Moors
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: cSAC/SPA
A3. Designated features present:
SAC:
1.1 Fens & wet habitats
Wet heathland with cross-leaved heath
1.2 Bogs & wet habitats 
Blanket bog
Very wet mires often identified by an unstable ‘quaking’ surface
1.6 Dry woodlands & scrub 
Western acidic oak woodland
1.7 Dry heathland habitats 
Dry heaths
SPA:
3.1 Birds of uplands
Article 4.1 Merlin, Golden Plover, Short Eared owl, Peregrine Falcon 
Article 4.2 Dunlin, Curlew, Twite
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions: -
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
Any discharge consent within 3km of the perimeter of the site boundary, to both 
surface and groundwater.
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. 
landfill site)
T/39/14225/SG SK0477065290 HIGH ASH FARM (2 CONVERTED BARNS)
3/28/38/1698 SK1220086400 GRINDSLOW HOUSE & FARM
3/28/38/1894 SK I170085300 SHAW WOOD FARM
W Q/72/118 SKI 020085300 UPPER BOOTH FARM
WQ/72/119 SKI 020085200 UPPER BOOTH FARM
3/28/26/2136' SK0970059900 HAYES GATE
3/28/30/0359 SK0910060100 THE COTTAGE
T6200 SK0610073830 BUXTON MINERAL WATER CO LTD
3/28/30/1915 SK0140058400 GROVE BANK FARM
T/30/00886/T SK0100060001 DYE WORKS
DT/6381 SK0100060000 BLACKSHAW MOOR
3/28/30/1910 SJ9920061800 ROSE COTTAGE
3/28/30/1801 SJ9800061500 LOWER WETWOOD FARM
3/28/30/1800 SJ9800061500 LOWER WETWOOD FARM
T3822182S SK1480084600 BROCKETT BOOTH FARM
T3840026SG SKI 340085400 EDALE MILL
E741(SS) SE0450020600 RIPPONDEN WOOD WWTW
E 61 SD 9716026380 EASTWOOD SEWAGE TREATMENT WORKS
3692 SE2120001600 FLOUCH ENGINEERING WPC WORKS FINAL
3128 SE2080002500 HEPWORTH PIPE CO LTD, BULLHOUSE QUA
556 SE1790003400 CARLECOTES WPC WORKS
3324 SE1670002800 TOWNHEAD COMMUNITY
W A6408 SE1660005300 HEPWORTH BUILDING PRODUCTS LTD, OX
E684(SS) SE1600002300 DUNFORD BRIDGE WPC WORKS
E687(SS) SE1530003600. HARDEN WPC WORKS
W RA6624 SE1176006410 YORKSHIRE WATER SERVICES LIMITED,'
WRA6623 SE1167006260 YORKSHIRE WATER SERVICES LIMITED, ’
2848 SE1105011030 FRED LAWTON AND SONS
3366 SE1103011240 NICHOLS PRATT LTD,BENTLEY MILLS,MEL
3365 SE1103011230 NICKOL & PRATT LTD, BENT LEY MILLS,
3432 SE1090010800 BROWN TRACTORS LTD., DAVID NEW EXTE
3395 SE1001010850 DAVID BROWN (TRACTORS) LTD,SCARR BO
W RA7563 SE0723014090 SOUTH BANK 3 TWO GATES 4 TWO GATES
W RA7474 SE0683014000 MISS HEIDI POLLARD
2747 SE0530016800 SCAMMONDEN DAM WPC WORKS
W A6448 SE0360012000 KENWORTHY A.M LAVEROCK HOUSE
3689 SE0300018600 RYBURN TROUT FARM, BAR LANE, RIPPON
E159 SE0261018690 PORTALS LTD, RYBURNDALE PAPER MILL,
252 SE0260012300 WATERSGATE WPC WORKS
C5551 SE0040026400 FIELDEN FACTORS LTD HOLME END WORKS
W RA6656 SD9605024700 GAULT JAMES MCKENZIE, NANHOLME MILL
W RA7639 SD9566023490 TOP BRINK INN
C4853 SD9562023450 LUMBUTTS MILL ACTIVITY CENTRE, BOOT
WA6309 SD9504024170 WOODHOUSE RD LANDFILL SITE
WRA6599 SD9504024170 WOODHOUSE RD LANDFILL SITE
WRA7635 SD9493024080 17 & 19 OLDROYD
WRA7492 • , SD9470024310 WARMAN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
WA6311 SD9280023100 DENTON CHRISTOPHER JOHN TODMORDEN S
3701 (SS) SE2180000400 • LANGSETTWPC WORKS
C5667 SE2180000300 LANGSETT FILTER STATION -FILTER BAC
WRA7605 SD9435020350 BELLHOLME SPORTS ASSOC CLUB HOUSE
WRA7711 SE1093011360 245 & 247 HUDDERSFIELD ROAD
WRA7568 SE0451020560 LYNWOOD CSO
01M/351 SK0707280629 ROOKERY FARM
016992429 SK0491084610 CHINLEY HEAD FARM
016993267 SK0000080450 WALKER BROW FARM STP WHALEY BRIDGE
0168/785 SD9452015950 LANE FOOTFARM
0171/1361 SD 9357513300 LOWER CROWNESTFARM
0172/1858 SD9353017080 NEW PLATT FARM
016940187 SK0535088100 KINDER WTP
016982290 SK0525093920 HURST WTP
016940186 SK0525093920 HURST WTP
016940188 SK0275096820 PADFIELD WTP
016981458 SK0240097200 ARNFIELD WTW
016940185 SK0128078100 GOYT VALLEY WTP
016910016 SJ9672075550 LAMALOAD WTP
016981459 SD 9590012400 PIETHORN WTW
016941394 SD9910009400 LOWER CASTLESHAW RESERVOIR
016993255 SK0140096300 NESTLE UK LTD
016990101 SK0105080600 BOTANY WORKS
016982923 SD9929004290 EAST GREENFIELD CSO
016982961 SD9705009250 HORESTLANE CSO
0171/1411 SJ9590066010 WINCLE C. OF E. PRIMARY SCHOOL
0172/1805 SK0778081130 IVY COTTAGE
016992370 SK0769081120 APPLE TREE COTTAGE
0171/1573 SK0515087650 BOOTH FARM & COTTAGE
016992398 SK0345089370 1 CARR MEADOW COTTAGE
0171/1410 SJ9836068800 FORMER SCHOOL, BANKING EDGE
0171/1346 SD9530012040 27 PIONEER VILLAS
01M/78 SD 9431714837 1 HOLLINGWORTH FOLD
0171/1359 SD9430016200 OLD MILL COTTAGE
01699235 SD9427014880 HOLLINGWORTH FOLD COTTAGE
0166/445 SD9249415314 10 SMITHY BRIDGE RD
01747 SD 8931531075 CANT CLOUGH BUNGALOW
0171/1374 SK0345089371 CARR MEADOWS COTTAGES
016993390 SE0038007160 FOUR DWELLINGS AT
0167/572 SD 9678411167 1,2 & 3 CHAPEL ST
016993292 SD 9435011660 4 & 5 HAUGH SQUARE
01M/872 SD9423414880 3, 5 & 7 HOLLINGWORTH FOLD (3/5
01 M/690 SD9409615030 1 & 2 BEARHILL
016993395 SD9220014460 THREE RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES
016890154 SJ9615064900 DANE BRIDGE FISH FARM
■ 016990455 SD954501.1820 WICKENHALL FISH FARM
016991638 SK0392093950 WREN NEST FACTORY
016992860 SK0260094100 MILLTOWN FACTORY
016892024. SK0107096730 STP SERVING MILLBROOK HOUSE
016892038 SJ9624064150 BEARDA MILL
016982527 SE0015007570 HANGING GATE DIGGLE SSO .
016982528 SD9985006900 STANDEDGE RD DIGGLE SSO
0175/4 SD993 0003 500 WOLLEYS HILL
016982526 SD9818008040 CLIFTON HOLMES
011203 SD8777128415 THE OLD COACH HOUSE
016983373 SD9622011980 WICKENHALL WTW
016950567 SD9550016500 BLACKSTONE EDGE OLD ROAD STW
010000119 SD9530012300 OGDEN RESERVOIR STP
016950382 SD9526012230 WATER WORKS ROAD STP
016983319 SD9524012220 OGDEN LANE WASTEWATER TREATMENT WRK
OIROCOI22 SD9279015590 LITTLEBOROUGH SW L5
016952065 SD9241015390 LITTLEBOROUGH SSO
OIROCOI63 SD9237013250 FIELD WEST OF ASHES LANE
016982641 SD9237013250 FIELD WEST OF ASHES LANE
01BUR0014 SD8690029100 HONEY HOLME LANE
01BUR0013 . SD8640030200 PARK RD
016993393 SD9374014590 PENNINE BOATING STATION
016892033 SJ9805072400 THE STANDLEY ARMS PUBLIC HOUSE
016940364 SK0597081520 CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH SSO
01PEA0047 SK0560081760 CHAPEL MILTON
0166/289 SK0549293881 HURST RESERVOIR WTW STP
016982292 SK0420098101 TORSIDE RESERVOIR KEEPERS COTTAGE
016982289 SK0420098100 BLEAK HOUSE STW
016982293 SK0405098000 RHQDESWOOD RESERVOIR COTTAGE
01PEA0027 SK0397094170 CORNMILL BRIDGE
01PEA0034 SK0346093940 VICTORIA ST
01PEA0062 SK0313094690 DINTING ROAD
01PEA0033 SK0311093940 ST MARY'S RD
01PEA0084 SK0309094530 NORTH ROAD .
016982640 SK0309094530 NORTH ROAD
01PEA0057 SK0308087350 SWALLOW HOUSE LANE
016982969 SK0308087350 SWALLOW HOUSE LANE
016940174 SK0266087140 HAYFIELD STW
016880970 SK0260067100 FLASH STW
016982291 SK0245 097270 BOTTOMS OFFICE STW
01PEA0029 SK0232094110 PRIMROSE LANE
01PEA0070 SK0229097370 OLD ROAD SSO
016982635 SK0229097370 OLD ROAD SSO
01PEA0028 SK0225094190 HIGH ST WEST
01PEA0030 SK0225094190 HIGH ST WEST
01PEA0040 SIC0218096550 BANKBOTTOM
01PEA0032 SK0218094260 DINTING LANE
01PEA0082 SK0207096970 PETER ST SSO
016982638 SK0207096970 PETER ST SSO
01PEA0039 SK0193096510 WATERSIDE MILL
016940183 SK0176096770 TINTWISTLE STW
01PEA0042 SKO167096890 WOODLAND CLOSE
01PEA0080 SK0167095660 GREEN LANE SSO
016982637 SK0167095660 GREEN LANE SSO
01PEA0043 • SK0165096790 BANK LANE
01PEA0083 SK0162095230 NEWSHAW LANE
016982639 SK0162095230 NEWSHAW LANE
01PEA0037 SK0143094980 SHAW LANE
01PEA0061 SK0143094900 DINTING VALE
01PEA0069 SK0124096020 WOOLEY BRIDGE ROAD
01PEA0036 SK0106095530 WOOLLEY BRIDGE
01PEA0038 SK0097095820 WOOLLEY BRIDGE ROAD
016940181 SK0092088830 ROWARTH STW
01TAM0142 SK0067095200 WOOLLEY LANE OLD SEW FARM
01BBN0155 SJ9999099834 PLECKGATE ROAD
016910177 SJ9864080150 KETTLESHULME STW
01TAM0094 SJ9789099680 STAMFORD ST
01TAM 0116 SJ9785099480 OFF HUDDERSFIELD RD
010LD0059 SD9935004350 CHEW VALLEY ROAD
016950501 SD9930004300 GREENFIELD. STW
016940090 SD9929004310 SADDLEWORTH STW
016982509 SD9903006320 DOBCROSS NEW ROAD SSO
016982525 SD9873007430 DELPH NEW ROAD SSO
010LD0138 SD9861007880 ST ANNES SQUARE SSO
016982634 SD9861007880 ST ANNES SQUARE SSO
016992300 SK0290087000 HAYFIELD QUARRY
017190601 SD8800028750 MERRILS HEAD FARM
016990063 SD9460013900 RAKEWOOD MILL
016982968 SK0897080480 SPARROWPIT PS
01PEA0081 SK0101095240 MELANDRA ROAD PS
016982612 SK0101095240 MELANDRA ROAD PS
010LD0141 SD9945004930 HALLS COTTAGE PS
016982796 SD9945004930 HALLS COTTAGE PS
01BUR0028 SD8800031290 HURSTWOOD SPS
017180356 SD8800031290 HURSTWOOD SPS
STAG E 2 - DISCHARGE CONSENTS - South Pennine Moors cS AC/SPA
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on these permissions.
B l. A re any of the features present identified as vulnerable to impacts from discharges in Appendix 3?
If  so, list them: (See Appendix 3)
SAC:
Fens & wet habitats 
Bogs & wet habitats
B2. Are there any known water quality problems on the site? If so briefly describe them: (See Appendix 
&
None
B3. W hat is the initial judgement of significance for the groups of consented discharges identified 
under SECTION A? (See Appendix 3)
Agency reference NGR
Likely to have a significant 
effect? - yes or no Initial judgement made under element I or II or III?
Alone
In
Combination
-  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic 
guidance)
T/39/14225/SG SK0477065290 No No See section B4
3/28/38/1698 SK1220086400 No No See section B4
3/28/38/1894 SKI 170085300 No No See section B4
WQ/72/118 SKI 020085300 No No See section B4
WQ/72/119 SKI 020085200 No No See section B4
3/28/26/2136 SK0970059900 No No See section B4
3/28/30/0359 SK0910060100 No No See section B4
T6200 SK0610073830 No No See section B4
3/28/30/1915 SK0140058400 No No See section B4
T/30/00886/T SK0100060001 No No See section B4
DT/6381 SK0100060000 No No See section B4
3/28/30/1910 SJ9920061800 No No See section B4
3/28/30/1801 SJ9800061500 No No See section B4
3/28/30/1800 SJ9800061500 No No See section B4
T3822182S SK1480084600 No No See section B4
T3840026SG SKI340085400 No No See section B4
E741(SS) SE0450020600 No No See section B4
E61 SD9716026380 No No See section B4
3692 SE2120001600 No No See section B4
3128 SE2080002500 No No See section B4
556 SE1790003400 No No See section B4
3324 SE1670002800 No No See section B4
WA6408 SE 1660005300 No No See section B4
E684(SS) SE1600002300 No No See section B4
E687(SS) SE1530003600 No No See section B4
WRA6624 SE1176006410 No No See section B4
WRA6623 SE1167006260 No No See section B4
2848 SE1105011030 No No See section B4
3366 SE1103011240 No No See section B4
3365 SE1103011230 No No See section B4
3432 SE 1090010800 No No See section B4
3395 SE1001010850 No No See section B4
WRA7563 SE0723014090 No No See section B4
WRA7474 SE0683014000 No No See section B4
2747 SE0530016800 No No See section B4
WA6448 SE0360012000 No No See section B4
3689 SE0300018600 No No See section B4
E159 SE0261018690 No No See section B4
252 SE0260012300 No No See section B4
C5551 SE0040026400 No No See section B4
WRA6656 SD9605024700 No No See section B4
WRA7639 SD9566023490 No No See section B4
C4853 SD9562023450 No No See section B4
WA6309 SD9504024170 No No
See section B4
WRA6599 SD9504024170 No No See section B4
WRA7635 SD9493024080 No No
See section B4
WRA7492 SD9470024310 No No See section B4
WA6311 SD9280023100 No No See section B4
3701(SS) SE2180000400 No No See section B4
C5667 SE2180000300 No No See section B4
WRA7605 SD9435020350 No No See section B4
WRA7711 SE1093011360 No No See section B4
WRA7568 SE0451020560 No No See section B4
01M/351 SK0707280629 No No See section B4
016992429 SK0491084610 No ■ No See section B4
016993267 SK0000080450 No No See section B4
0168/785 SD9452015950 No No See section B4
0171/1361 SD9357513300 No No See section B4
0172/1858 SD9353017080 No No See section B4
016940187 SK0535088100 No No See section B4
016982290 SK0525093920 No No See section B4
016940186 SK0525093920 No No See section B4
016940188 SK0275096820 No No See section B4
026981458 SK0240097200 No No See section B4
016940185 SK0128078100 No No See section B4
016910016 SJ9672075550 No No See section B4
016981459 SD9590012400 No . No See section B4
016941394 SD9910009400 No No See section B4
016993255 SK0140096300 No No See section B4
016990101 SK0105080600 No No See section B4
016982923 SD9929004290 No No See section B4
016982961 SD9705009250 No No See section B4
0171/1411 SJ9590066010 No No See section B4
0172/1805 SK0778081130 No No See section B4
016992370 SK0769081120 No No See section B4
0171/1573 SK0515087650 No No See section B4
016992398 SK0345089370 No No See section B4
0171/1410 SJ9836068800 No No See section B4
0171/1346 SD9530012040 No No See section B4
01 M/78 SD9431714837 No No See section B4
0171/1359 SD9430016200 No No See section B4
01699235 SD9427014880 No No See section B4
0166/445 SD9249415314 No No See section B4
■01747 SD8931531075 No No See section B4
0171/1374 SK0345089371 No No See section B4
016993390 SE0038007160 No No See section B4
0167/572 SD9678411167 No No See section B4
016993292 SD9435011660 No No
See section B4
01M/872 SD9423414880 No No See section B4
01M/690 SD9409615030 No No See section B4
016993395 SD9220014460 No No
See section B4
016890154 SJ9615064900 No No
See section B4
016990455 SD9545011820 No No
See section B4
016991638 SK0392093950 No No
See section B4
016992860 SK0260094100 No No ■ See section B4
016892024 SKO107096730 No No See section B4
016892038 SJ9624064150 No No See section B4
016982527 SE0015007570 No No See section B4
016982528 SD9985006900 No No See section B4
0175/4 SD9930003500 No No See section B4
016982526 SD9818008040 No No See section B4
011203 SD8777128415 No No See section B4
016983373 SD9622011980 No No See section B4
016950567 SD9550016500 No No See section B4
010000119 SD9530012300 No No See section B4
016950382 SD9526012230 No No See section B4
016983319 SD9524012220 No No See section B4
OIROCOI22 SD9279015590 No No See section B4
016952065 SD9241015390 No No See section B4
01R000163 SD9237013250 No No See.section B4
016982641 SD9237013250 No No See section B4
01BUR0014 SD8690029100 No No See section B4
01BUR0013 SD8640030200 No No See section B4
016993393 SD9374014590 No No
S?e section B4
016892033 SJ9805072400 No No See section B4
016940364 SK0597081520 No No
See section B4
01PEA0047 SK0560081760 No No See section B4
0166/289 SK0549293881 No No See section B4
016982292 SK0420098101 No No- See section B4
016982289 SK0420098100 No No See section B4
016982293 SK0405098000 No No See section B4
01PEA0027 SK0397094170 No No See section B4
01 PEA0034 SK0346093940 No No See section B4
01 PEA0062 SK0313094690 No No See section B4
01PEA0033 SK0311093940 No No See section B4
01PEA0084 SK0309094530 No No See section B4
016982640 SK0309094530 No No See section B4 .
01PEA0057 SK0308087350 No. No See section B4
016982969 SK0308087350 No No See section B4
016940174 SK0266087140 No No See section B4
016880970 SK0260067100 No No See section B4
016982291 SK0245097270 No No See section B4
01PEA0029 SK0232094110 No No See section B4
01PEA0070 SIC0229097370 No No See section B4
016982635 SK0229097370 No No See section B4
01PEA0028 SK0225094190 No No See section B4
01PEA0030 SK0225094190 No No See section B4
01PEA0040 SK0218096550 No No See section B4
01PEA0032 SK0218094260 No No See section B4
01 PEA0082 SK0207096970 No No See section B4
016982638 SK0207096970 No No See section B4
01PEA0039 SKO193096510 No No See section B4
016940183 SKO176096770 No No See section B4
01PEA0042 SKO167096890 No No See section B4
01PEA0080 SK0167095660 No No See section B4
016982637 SK0167095660 No No See section B4
01PEA0043 SK0165096790 No No See section B4
01PEA0083 SKO162095230 No No See section B4
016982639 SKO162095230 No No See section B4
01PEA0037
.
SK0143094980 No No See section B4
01 PEA0061 SK0143094900 No No See section B4
01PEA0069 SK0124096020 No No See section B4
01PEA0036 SK0106095530 No No See section B4
01PEA0038 SK0097095820 No No See section B4
016940181 SK0092088830 No No See section B4
01 TAMO 142 SK0067095200 No No See section B4
01BBN0155 SJ9999099834 No No See section B4
016910177 SJ9864080150 No No See section B4
01TAM0094 SJ9789099680 No No See section B4
01TAM0116 SJ9785099480 No No See section B4
010LD0059 SD9935004350 .No No See section B4
016950501 SD9930004300 No No See section B4
016940090 SD9929004310 No No See section B4
016982509 SD9903006320 No No See section B4
016982525 SD9873007430 No No See section B4
010LD0138 SD9861007880 No No See section B4
016982634 SD9861007880 No No See section B4
016992300 SK0290087000 No No . See section B4
017190601 SD8800028750 No No See section B4
016990063 SD9460013900 No No See section B4
016982968 SK0897080480 No No See section B4
01PEA0081 SK0101095240 No No See section B4
016982612 SK0101095240 No No See section B4
010LD0141 SD9945004930 No No See section B4
016982796 SD9945004930 No No See section B4
01BUR0028 SD8800031290 No No See section B4
017180356 SD8800031290 No No See section B4
B4. Describe the supporting case for the judgements given in B3:
The receiving watercourses for these discharges are outside the cSAC/SPA, at elevations 
below the cSAC/SPA , and are situated where the terrain slopes away from the cSAC/SPA. 
They can therefore be considered to have no hydraulic continuity with the cSAC/SPA.
B5. Does internal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
B6. If not what is the new assessment? (See Appendix 3)
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PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
SECTION A: STAGE 1
A l. N am e of the E uropean  site/composite 
SSSI:
South Pennine Moors
A2. Legal sta tus of the site/composite SSSI: CSAC/SPA
A3. D esignated features present:
SAC:
1.1 Fens & wet habitats
W et heathland with cross-leaved heath
1.2 Bogs & wet habitats 
Blanket bog
Very wet mires often identified by an unstable ‘quaking’ surface
1.6 Dry woodlands & scrub 
Western acidic-oak woodland
1.7 Dry heathland habitats 
Dry heaths
SPA:
3.1 Birds o f uplands
Article 4.1 Merlin, Golden Plover, Short Eared owl, Peregrine Falcon 
Article 4.2 Dunlin, Curlew, Twite
A4. List the criteria w hich have been used to identify re levan t perm issions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary o f  the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
Any Waste Management Licence within 2km of the perimeter of the European site 
boundary or 5km if landfill.
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
AS. L ist all the re levan t perm issions identified:
NB In the case o f  consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NG R D escription of perm ission (brief description only e.g. 
landfill site)
1029 SD9540017700 P Hudson
Inert Waste Landfill
1082 SD9640712189 NW W  Ltd
Household/ Commercial/ Industrial Landfill
0332/M02 SD 9310013600 M Fenton
Inert Waste Landfill
0318/TO 1 SD 9410009400 GM Waste Ltd 
W aste Transfer Station
00003/M04 SD9500012250 PW  Greenhalgh
General and biodegradable wastes landfill
0206/M04 SD 9340011100 NW W  Ltd
General and biodegradable Wastes
805.63 SD9212613346 European Metal Recycling 
Metal Recycling site
01042 SD 9721006700 Leigh Bardon Ltd 
Inert/ M ixed/ Contaminated
01165 SD9580005.700 W ebfell Waste Management 
Inert Waste Landfill
00628 SD9772005145 P Moore
Inert Waste Landfill
40001 SK0202396736 Beeson Waste Disposal Ltd 
General and Biodegradable Waste
0798 SJ9770099600 Jacques Products 
Landfill
40002 SK0330093000 JC Sargeant 
Metal Recycling
40006/M01 SK0235286090 Park P it Landfill Ltd 
Landfill
40005/M01 SK0400082000 PVC Group
Metal Recycling Facility
40011/M01 SK0150079200 Roland Melland & Roy Melland
Household/ Commercial/ Industrial W aste Transfer Station
80020 SJ9452068240 M r P Goddard 
Inert Landfill Site
50018 SJ9399071534 Biogenie Europe SARL 
Mobile Plant Licence
40003 SK0587881240 Federal Mogul Ltd 
Asbestos Storage
SECTION H: STAGE 2 - W ASTE M ANAGEM ENT LICENCES
South Pennine M oors cSAC/SPA
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further 
details on the;se permissions.____________________________________________________________________________
H I . A re th ere  any  know n w aste m anagem ent problem s on the  E uropean  site? I f  so briefly describe 
them : (See Appendix 6)
No known waste management problems
H2. W hat is the  in itial judgem ent of significance for the w aste m anagem ent licences identified u n d er 
SEC TIO N  A? (See Appendix 6)
Agency
reference
N G R
Likely to have a significant 
effect? -yes o r no In itia l judgem ent m ade 
under elem ent I  o r I I  o r II I?  
-  specify
(See Fig. 7 in generic 
guidance)
Alone In
Combination
1029 SD9540017700 No No II
1082 SD9640712189 No No II
0332/M02 SD9310013600 No No II
0318/T01 SD 9410009400 No No II
00003/M04 SD9500012250 No No II
0206/M04 SD9340011100 No No II
80563 SD9212613346 No No II
01042 SD 9721006700 No No II
01165 SD9580005700 No No II
00628 SD9772005145 No No II
40001 SK0202396736 No No II
0798 SJ9770099600 No No II
40002 SK0330093000 No No II
40006/M01 SK023 5286090 Yes No II
40005/M01 SK0400082000 No No II
40011/M 01 SK0150079200 No No II
80020 SJ9452068240 No No II
50018 SJ9399071534 No No II
40003 SK0587881240 No No II
H 3. Describe the supporting  case for the judgem ents given in H2:
(This should be set out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agency’s view and any problems identified under HI. Expand beyond a page i f  necessary)
The sites identified within the search are o f  a wide variety with a mixture o f  waste types 
accepted. In general, the sites have been assessed as not having an impact on the habitat 
due to their location, pollution prevention mechanisms on site, and the nature o f  the wastes 
accepted. The initial judgements made have been supported by evidence from the 
Environment. Protection Officer's responsible for inspecting the sites, based on their 
knowledge o f  problems on site to date, and the pollution potential for each site. It should 
be noted however that all such facilities have the potential for pollution generation and the 
initial judgements o f  these sites can only be based on evidence to date.
The attached tables titled ‘Habitats Directive -  Stage 2 assessments supporting 
information’, and ‘Stage 2 supplementary information’ provide more detail on how  
decisions o f  likely significant effect upon South Pennine Moors cS AC and SPA have been 
made.
Licence no: 40006/M01 is being taken forward to stage 3 for consideration o f  impacts 
upon the interest features o f  the South Pennine Moors SPA only. Further information on 
the reasons for this decision can be found in the attached tables.
No licences are considered to be impacting upon South Pennine Moors cSAC.
H4. Does in te rna l consultation support this initial assessm ent? (yes or no) Yes
H5. I f  not w hat is the  new assessment? (See Appendix 6)
HABITATS DIRECTIVE -  STAGE 2 ASSESSMENTS 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
SOUTH PENNINE MOORS
NGR AGENCY REF. SITl£ ADDRESS DETAILS
SD9540017700 1029 (RIM) P. Hi
Off
Littli
idson
Halifax Road, Blackstone Edge, 
sborough.
Inert vraste landfill -  no waste deposited as yet.
SD9640712189 1082 (RIM) NW
Pietl
Ogd
A/-Ltd
ome Quarry
in Lane, Newhey, Oldham
House
landfi
contai
water
hold/commercial & industrial waste 
1 taking general/biodegradable/ 
linated general waste; Filter cake from 
treatment process.
SD9310013600 % 0332/M02 (RIM) M. Benton
Bircjienley Farm, Wildhouse Lane
Inert1 
waste
vaste landfill taking inert and construction
SD9410009400 0318/TO 1 (RIM) G1V(
Bea:
Waste Ltd
Hey Depot, Chandos Street
Waste
biode
transfer station — general and 
*radable wastes.
SD9500012250 00003/MQ4 (RIM) P. W. Greenhalgh
Ne\jHey
Rochdale
Genet 
and ft
al & biodegradable wastes, mineral wastes 
ermal process residues.
SD9340011100 0206/M04 (RIM) NW
Nev
WLtd
rhey, Milnrow, Rochdale
Genei
Siten
al & biodegradable wastes, 
ow closed.
SD9212613346 80563 (RIM) Eur<
Unc
jpean Metal Recyling 
outhRoad, Milnrow, Rochdale
Meta
comp
recycling site — metals and scrap 
Dsite materials.
SD9721006700 01042. (UM) Lei;
Doc
Sco
;h Bardon Ltd 
tor Lane 
iithead
Inert,
waste
proce
mixed wastes, contaminated general 
s, asbestos, mineral wastes and thermal 
ss residues.
SD9580005700 01165 (RIM) We
Hu<
Aus
Old
jfell Waste Management 
Idersfield Road 
terland, 
ham
.
Inert
Wast
- general and biodegradable wastes. 
j not yet deposited.
di , ^  ^  aX-
SD9772005145 00628 (RIM) P. Moore
Buipiedge Lane, Grasscroft
Inert |- general & biodegradable wastes. 
Site at post operational phase.
SK0202396736 40001 (UM) Beeson Waste Disposal Ltd 
Waterside Grange 
Hadfield 
Glqssop
General & biodegradable waste within a waste 
transfer building - concrete surfacing and 
drainage via interceptor to foul sewer. No 
operational problems.
SJ9770099600 0798 (UM) Jacq
Grc
Sta
ues Products 
ve Road 
ybridge
Genel
recon
indoc
All e
then
concx
al wastes, special, industrial. Drum 
ditioner with operations undertaken 
rs. Only accept containers up to 1% liquid, 
'fluent goes to on site treatment plant and 
to foul sewer. All site surfaces are 
eted.
SK0330093000 40002 (UM) J. 0. Sargeant 
Charlestown Road 
Glopsop 
Derbyshire
Meta
waste
waste
recycling site - general & biodegradable 
. This site is closed, has been cleared of all 
and is for sale.
SK0235286090 40006/M01 (UM) Park Pit Landfill Ltd 
Oven Hill
BirehValei
Land
waste
Cum
ill -  household, commercial, industrial 
Engineered to the highest standards, 
jntly issues regarding odours.
SK0400082000 40005/M01 (UM) P.V
Ste
Ch:
Sto
.C Group 
jhanie Works 
bley 
ckport
Material recycling facility general & 
biodegradable wastes. Plastics recycling facility 
- currently operational under Para 11 & 17 
exemption.
SK0150079200 40011/MO 1 (UM) • Rol
Oa]
Fer
wi-
jand Melland & Roy Melland
: View
nilee
taley Bridge
■ ..
Household/commercial and industrial waste 
transfer station. General & biodegradable waste 
with metals & scrap/composite materials. Small 
transfer operation within a concreted yard. No, 
problems with this site.
s
SJ9452068240 80020 (UM) Mr.!
Higl
Mac
Che:
P. Goddard 
Ler Sutton 
clesfield 
;hire
Inert -  general/biodegradable landfill site.
Licence holder recently died and therefore 
licence no longer exists. Any pollution problems 
would be addressed under Contaminated Land 
(Part IIA). No problems with the site at the 
moment.
SJ9399071534 50018 (UM) Bioi 
4 T1 
Lan
;enie Europe S.A.R.L
e Orchard
ey, Macclesfield
Mobile plant licence -  contaminated general 
waste, special, industrial and construction 
wastes.
SK0587881240 40003 (UM) Fed
H a>i
Cha
;ral Mogul Ltd 
field Road 
ple-en-le-frith
In- house storage -  asbestos.
Site specific dependant on where it ' is 
operational.
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SK 023 860 40006/M01 Park Pit Landfill Ltd, Arden Quarry 
Landfill, Birch Vale, New Mills
Brief Site History and location details
The facility is located approximately 1.5km west of Hayfield village and 1.5km 
north east of New Mills. The landfill shares a boundary with an active 
sandstone quarry and is bounded to the south and east by designated ‘open 
moorland’ and rough pasture. There are several sensitive receptors 
(residential properties) within the locality and the area is of high amenity value 
located on the fringe of the Peak District National Park.
The site licence was issued on 28 April 1997 and modified on 8 August 1997, 
authorising the disposal of a wide range of waste types including household, 
commercial and industrial waste.
The site is cellular in composition and has an engineered containment 
consisting of a drainage layer and liner (dense asphaltic concrete). The site 
benefits from leachate and landfill gas collection systems as part of the 
pollution prevention measures.
inspection Summary
The facility is inspected at least 6 times per quarter. Inspections have 
illustrated that the presence of gulls has been an issue at the site, and the 
Agency has received several complaints from local residents on this matter.
In response to Agency requests, bird control measures have been adopted at 
the site including deployment of a gas cannon and good landfill practice. 
Recent inspections have shown a dramatic improvement, however, the
potential for bird issues to arise remains.
SUMMARY
The site has had issues with bird control, although recent inspection history 
indicates that improved licence compliance significantly reduces the risk. It is 
difficult to quantify the impact of this risk on a SPA located some 2.5km from 
the landfill. However, it is recommended that the licence is submitted for a 
Stage 3 review with a view to modifying the licence to include a more effective 
bird control condition.
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SK 020 967 40001 Beeson Waste Disposal, Waterside, 
Hadfield, Derbyshire
The site is a licensed waste transfer station, located approximately 3km north 
west of Glossop. The site is bounded by the River Etherow to the north, 
housing to the east, and by industrial units to the south and west. It is licensed 
to accept houseold, commercial and industrial waste.
The facility is inspected 3 times per quarter and has a good compliance record.
The facility is an indoor operation which does not attract birds. Furthermore, 
being a transfer station, there are limitations on storage times for waste 
accepted at the site._________________________________ ______________ ________
SUMMARY
The facility is an indoor waste transfer operation and poses little risk in terms of 
bird nuisance. There is also a good compliance record.____________  '
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SK 016 791 40011/M01 R & R Mellands, Fernilee, Whaley 
Bridge
The site is a small scale licensed waste transfer station, located approximately 
2km south of Whaley Bridge. It is located in a rural area, bounded mainly by 
agricultural land and 2 residential properties. It is licensed to accept 
commercial, non-hazardous industrial waste and scrap metal.
The facility is inspected 3 times per quarter and has a good compliance record.
The facility is not licensed to accept food waste and therefore poses little risk in 
terms of attracting birds. There are existing conditions on the waste 
management licence to control birds should the situation arise._________________
SUMMARY
The site is not licensed to accept food waste and poses little risk. Therefore 
there is no requirement for the licence to be taken through to a Stage 3 review.
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SD9637 1225 1082/M01 Piethorne water treatment works 
waterworks Road, Ogden. Newhey 
Rochdale OL16 3TQ
Piethorne Quarry is located at the end of Waterworks Road, Ogden, Newhey, 
near Rochdale over looking Piethorne Reservoir. The quarry was created with 
the removal of stone during the construction of the impounding reservoirs in the 
area. The land is owned by United Utilities and is currently used as a disposal 
site for water treatment works sludge. The waste sludge derived from the 
treatment of raw water at Piethorne Water Treatment Works and Wickenhall 
Water T reatment Works
The licence was issued in 22 November 1994 to keep/dispose of controlled 
waste namely water treatment sludge and stone on land at the discussed 
quarry, Piethorne Water Treatment Works. It has been subject to one 
modification.
The geology of the Quarry is rough rock of the lower coal measures. The 
quarry is bounded to the east and south by faults which bring the Rough Rock 
into contact with shales and mudstones of the Namurian and Westphalian.
The waste does not pose a risk of contamination to the surrounding ground 
and surface water as the waste in inert.______ . _____________________
SUMMARY
A decision has been taken not to take this site through as a stage 3 review 
because the site accepts inert waste only and has a low risk to the habitat.
HABITATS DIRECTIVE STAGE 2 SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
NGR: AGENCY REF: SITE ADDRESS
SD947123 003 New Hey Bleach & Dye works New Hey 
Rochdale, OL16 3TH
P. W  Greenhalgh and Co Ltd operate a bleach and dye works in New Hey 
Rochdale. A waste disposal licence 003 was issued on 13th December 1977 
under Part 1 of the Control of Pollution Act. The licence was granted to dispose 
of commercial waste, inert and difficult waste from the factory to landfill. The 
licence has been modified several times. The site is now post operational and 
has will be undertaking post operational monitoring.
Summary
A decision has been taken not to take this site through as a stage 3 review 
because the landfill is post operational and will be monitoring pre surrender of 
the licence.
Waste Management Licences 
within 5km if Landfill 
within 2km if other 
South Pennine Moors 
cSAC/SPA
Map 1
Waste Management Licences 
within 5km if landfill 
within 2km if other 
South Pennine Moors 
cSAC/SPA
Map 2
Waste Management Licences 
within 5km if Landfill 
within 2km if other 
South Pennine Moors 
cSAC/SPA
Map 3
PROFORMA FOR STAGE 1 OF THE REVIEW OF CONSENTS UNDER
THE HABITATS DIRECTIVE
STAGE 1; PIK/RAS Authorisations
A l. Name of the European site/composite 
SSSI:
SOUTH PENNINE MOORS
A2. Legal status of the site/composite SSSI: SPA/cSAC
A3. Designated features present:
SAC:
1.1 Fens & wet habitats
Wet heathland with cross-leaved heath
1.2 Bogs & wet habitats 
Blanket bog
Very wet mires often identified by an unstable ‘quaking’ surface
1.6 Dry woodlands & scrub 
Western acidic oak woodland
1.7 Dry heathland habitats 
Dry heaths
SPA:
3.1 Birds of uplands
Article 4.1 Merlin, Golden Plover, Short Eared owl, Peregrine Falcon 
Article 4.2 Dunlin, Curlew, Twite
A4. List the criteria which have been used to identify relevant permissions:
(criteria a and b should always be used)
a. Any permission for an activity within the boundary of the European site.
b. Any permission for an activity which is known to affect the European site.
c. Additional discharge consent criteria (see 3.9-3.10):
d. Additional abstraction licence criteria (see 3.12):
e. Additional waste management licence criteria (see 3.13):
f. Additional IPC criteria (see 3.14-3.16):
Any IPC  Authorisations and IPPC Perm its within 10km of the perim eter of the European site 
boundary or 15km for a power station. Any nuclear sites which hold an operating licence under the 
Nuclear Installations act 1965 within 5km of the European site, any other sites authorised for the 
disposal of radioactive waste within 1km.
A5. List all the relevant permissions identified:
NB In the case of consented discharges to water, permissions should be organised into groups (see 3.11)
Agency reference NGR Description of permission (brief description only e.g. landfill site)
AM0937 SJ 958 984 Manro Performance Chemicals Ltd, Stalybridge 
Acid Process 5.5km
AJ8214 SD 907 139 British Millerain (1922) Co Ltd, Rochdale 
Coating Processes and printing 4.5km
AV1335 SD 950 121 PW Greenhalgh & Co Ltd, Rochdale 
Coating Processes and printing 3km
AU7362 SK 019949 Carpenter Pic, Glossop 
Di-isocyanate Process 3.5km
AU7974 SJ 929 779 Kay-Metzeler Ltd, Macclesfield 
Di-isocyanate Process 6km
AU6102 SD 880 216 Lancashire Sock Manufacturing Co Ltd, Bacup 
Di-isocyanate Process 5.5km
BA7026 SD 891 080 Woodbridge Foam (uk) Ltd, Manchester 
Di-isocyanate Process 9.5km
BG8181 SD 935 157 Akzo Nobel Chemicals Ltd, Littleborough 
Inorganic Chemical Process 1.5km
BI0394 SJ 958 984 Hyde Coatings Ltd, Stalybridge 
Inorganic Chemical Process 5.5km
A00415 SK 005 921 Keiner & Co Ltd, Hyde 
Inorganic Chemical Process 3km
AO 1934 SK 030 941 Lancashire Chemical Works Ltd, Glossop 
Inorganic Chemical Process 1.5km
A00709 SJ 928 955 Oldham Crompton Batteries Ltd, Manchester 
Inorganic Chemical Process 8.5km
BK9288 SJ 956 983 Polycol Ltd, Stalybridge 
Inorganic Chemical Process 5.5km
AK3412 S D 935 157 Akzo Nobel Chemicals Ltd, Littleborough 
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 1.5km
AK4079 SJ 992 752 Astrazeneca UK Ltd, Macclesfield 
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 5.5km
AK6608 SJ 922 752 Astrazeneca UK Ltd, Macclesfield 
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 5.5km
AK7884 SJ 955 983 Atofina UK Ltd, Stalybridge
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 5.5km
AI7220 SJ 944 957 Castro] (UK) Ltd, Hyde
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 7.5km
AI8277 SJ 944 957 Castro] (UK) Ltd, Hyde
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 7.5km
AK6349 SK 022 870 Hyperlast Ltd, Stockport
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 2 km
AK9224 SJ 958 984 Manro Performance Chemicals Ltd, Stalybridge 
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 5.5km
AS4516 SJ 956 981 Nova-Glo Ltd, Stalybridge
Manufacture & Use of Organic Chemicals 5.5km
AS4168 SD 907 143 Alpha-fry Technologies, Rochdale 
Non-Ferrous Metals 4.5km
AS6454 SK 044 948 Firth Rixon Superalloys Ltd, Glossop 
Non-Ferrous Metals 1.5km
AS6624 SJ 952 884 Park and Paterson Ltd, Marple 
Non-Ferrous Metals 8.5km
AU3332 SJ 983 854 Kruger Tissue (Manufacturing) Ltd, Stockport 
Paper & Pulp Manufacturing Process 5.5km
AJ8940 SJ 941 967 H B Fuller UK Ltd, Dukinfield 
Petrochemical Processes 7.5km
A10276 SK 059 811 Federal-Mogul Friction Products Ltd, Stockport 
Process Involving Asbestos 2.5km
A10772 SD 884 144 Flexitallic Ltd, Rochdale 
Process Involving Asbestos 6.5km
AL7189 SE 009 037 Robert Fletcher (Greenfield) Ltd, Oldham 
Process Involving Halogens 0.5km
AV5071 S D 888 109 Dale Joinery Ltd, Rochdale 
Timber Process 9km
No RAS within 1km
STAGE 2 -  IPC (Integrated Pollution Control) AUTHORISATIONS
SOUTH PENNINE MOORS cSAC/SPA
These permissions will be reviewed under Habitat Regulation 50. This will include IPC authorisations and 
variations, and IPC authorised discharges to sewer. See Chapter 3 of generic guidance for further details on 
these permissions.____________ _______________ ______________________________________________________
J l .  Do any emissions from  the relevant authorised processes exceed an action level a t p a r t o r all of the 
European site?(See Appendix 7)
A uthorisation Emission NGR
2%  ofEA L 
exceeded
2%  of CL 
exceeded
AM0937
NH3, particulates, 
formaldehyde, VOC (as 
toluene), 1,4-dioxane, 
xylene, S 0 2
SJ 958 984
No
AJ8214 n h 3 SD 907 139 No
AV1335 C 02, NOx, S 02
SD 950 121 No
AU7362 TDI, MeCl2, VOC (as 
toluene)
SK 019 949 No
AU7974 VOC (as toluene), 
Me Cl2, TDI
SJ 929 779 No
AU6102 Particulates, VOC (as 
toluene), Benzene, TDI
SD 880 216 No
BA7026 CO, C 02, N20 , NOx, 
CH4, particulates,. 
S 02,V0C (as toluene), 
acrylonitrile, benzene, 
1,2-dichloroethane, 
metals, isocyanates
SD 891 080- No
BG8181 VOC -  none released
SD 935 157 No
BI0394 CO, C02, particulates, 
VOC (as toluene),
SJ 958 984 No
chromium
A00415 NH3, HC1, NOx, S 02, 
As, Cr, Cu, Pb, Zn
SK 005 921
No
AO 1934 HC1, NOx, S 02, Cr, 
particulates
SK 030 941 No
A00709 Pb, S 0 2
SJ 928 955
No
BK9288 No info- new permission
SJ 956 983
AK3412 NH3, CO, C 02, HC1, 
S02, VOC (as toluene), 
acrylonitrile, 
chloromethane, 2- 
ethoxyethanol, 
formaldehyde, acrylic 
acid
SD 935 157
No
AK4079 NH3, HC1, particulates, 
S 0 2, VOC (as toluene), 
acetonitrile, bromine, 
tetrahydrofuran, acetone, 
HBr, n-butanol
SJ 992 752
No
AK6608 NH3, HC1, particulates, 
S 0 2, VOC (as toluene), 
acetonitrile, 
dichloromethane
SJ 922 752 No
AK7884 Particulates, VOC (as 
toluene), styrene, 
antimony
SJ 955 983 No
AI7220 No reported releases
SJ 944 957 No
AI8277 VOC (as toluene) SJ 944 957 No
AK6349 NOx, S 0 2, VOC (as 
toluene), MeCl2, MDI
SK 022 870 No
AK9224 VOC (as toluene), 
methanol, 2,2’- 
iminodiethanol, 2- 
aminoethanol, glycerol
SJ 958 984 No
(Considered 
already 
under IPPC)
AS4516 VOC (as toluene), 
formaldehyde
SJ 956 981 No
AS4168 NOx, particulates, 
antimony, As, Cd, Cu, 
PB ,H g,Se
SD 907 143 No
AS6454 HC1, particulates, 
antimony, As, Be, B, Cd, 
Cr, Cu, Pb, Mn, Ni, Se, 
V, Zn, HF
SK 044 948 No
AS6624 CO, N20 , HC1, NOx, 
particulates, S 0 2iV 0C
SJ 952 884 No
(as toluene), As, Be, B, 
C, Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Hg, 
Mn, Ni, Se, V, Zn 
Dioxins not assessed.
AU3332 NOx, S 02 SJ 983 854 No
(considered 
already 
under IPPC)
AJ8940 VOC (as toluene) SJ 941 967 No
AI0276 NH3, C02, HC1, NOx, 
particulates, ethylene, 
carbon disulphide, VOC 
(as toluene), 
formaldehyde, phenol, 
trichloroethylene, 
antimony, Cu, Zn
SK 059 811 No
(considered 
already 
under IPPC)
AI0772 Toluene
SD 884 144 No
AL7189 NH3, NOx, s o 2, v o c  
(as toluene), V, Cl
Dioxins not assessed
SE 009 037
No
AV5071 VOC (as toluene)
SD 888 109
No
J2. W hat is the initial judgem ent of significance for the emissions identified in J l ?  (See Appendix 7)
Authorisation Emission
Likely to have a significant effect? 
-yes or no
Alone In  Com bination
AM0937 NH3, particulates, formaldehyde, VOC (as 
toluene), 1,4-dioxane, xylene, S 0 2
No No
AJ8214 NH3 No No
AV1335 C 0 2, NOx, S 0 2 No No
AU7362 TDI, MeCl2) VOC (as toluene) No No
AU7974 VOC (as toluene), 
Me Cl2, TDI
.No No
AU6102 Particulates, VOC (as toluene), Benzene, 
TDI
No No
BA7026 CO, C 0 2, N20 , NOx, CH4, particulates, 
S 0 2,V 0C  (as toluene), acrylonitrile, 
benzene, 1,2-dichloroethane, metals, 
isocyanates
No No
BG8181 VOC -  none reported No No
BI0394 CO, C02, particulates, VOC (as toluene), No No
trichloroetliylerie, chromium
A00415 NH3, HC1, NOx, S 0 2, As, Cr, Cu, Pb, Zn No No
AO 1934 HC1, NOx, S 02, Cr, particulates No No
A00709 Pb, S 0 2 No No
BK.9288 No info No
AK3412 NH3, CO, C 0 2, HC1, S02, VOC (as 
toluene), acrylonitrile, chloromethane, 2- 
ethoxyethanol, formaldehyde, acrylic acid,
No No
AK4079 NH3, HC1, particulates, S 0 2, VOC (as 
toluene), acetonitrile, bromine, 
tetrahydrofuran, acetone, HBr, n-butanol
No No
AK6608 NH3, HC1, particulates, S 0 2, VOC (as 
toluene), acetonitrile, dichloromethane
No No
J3. Describe the supporting case for the judgem ents given in J2:
(This should be set out in terms o f  the criteria fo r  significance given in the procedure e.g. what is the 
mechanism o f  impact, which features are sensitive, what is their condition etc. Reference should be made to 
the conservation agencies view. Expand beyond a page i f  necessary)
Sensitive Features:
SPA -  considered to be in unfavourable condition by English Nature
3.1 Birds of Uplands are sensitive to:
Toxic contamination -  2 main routes of exposure via air & water, directly or indirectly.
Nutrient Enrichment -  could occur through aquatic discharges or from nitrogen deposition
Acidification
Habitat Loss
Disturbance (noise)
SAC -  considered to be in unfavourable condition by English Nature___________________________________
AK7884 Particulates, VOC (as toluene), styrene, 
antimony
No No
AI7220 No reported releases No No
AI8277 VOC (as toluene) No No
AK6349 NOx, S 0 2, VOC (as toluene), MeCl2, MDI No No
AK9224
VOC (as toluene), methanol, 2 ,2’- 
iminodiethanol, 2-aminoethanol, 
glycerol
No No
AS4516 VOC (as toluene), formaldehyde No No
AS4168 NOx, particulates, antimony, As, Cd, Cu, 
PB, Hg, Se
No No
AS6454 HC1, particulates, antimony, As, Be, B, 
Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Mn, Ni, Se, V, Zn, HF
No No
AS6624 CO, N20 , HC1, NOx, particulates, S 0 2, 
VOC (as toluene), As, Be, B, C, Cd, Cr, 
Cu, Pb, Hg, Mn, Ni, Se, V, Zn
Dioxins not assessed.
No No
AU3332 NOx, S 0 2 No No
AJ8940 VOC (as toluene) No No
AI0276 NH3, C 02, HC1, NOx, particulates, 
ethylene, carbon disulphidc, VOC (as 
toluene), formaldehyde, phenol, 
trichloroethylene, antimony, Cu, Zn
No No
AI0772 Toluene No No
AL7189 NH3, NOx, S 02, VOC (as toluene), V, Cl 
Dioxins not assessed
No No
AV5071 VOC (as toluene) No No
1.1 Fens & wet habitats are sensitive to:
Toxic contamination, Nutrient enrichment, Acidification, changes in thermal regime, habitat loss, physical 
damage, smothering, siltation, turbidity.
1.2 Bogs & wet habitats:
Toxic contamination, Nutrient enrichment, Acidification, changes in thermal regime, habitat loss, 
smothering.
1.6 Dry woodlands & scrub:
Toxic contamination, Nutrient enrichment, Acidification, habitat loss, smothering.
1.8 Dry heathland habitats:
Toxic contamination, Nutrient enrichment, Acidification, habitat loss, smothering,
(see Appendix 7, of the Habitats Directive and Regulations Guidance for further details)
Emissions from each o f  the identified processes have been assessed using the IPC process 
screening m ethodology to identify those releases which give rise to a ground level 
concentration at a habitat o f  less than 2% EAL. Where critical level values exist, these 
have been used in place o f  the EAL.
Assumptions made in the use o f  this methodology are as follows:
- all em issions are released at a height o f  10 metres or greater, and release parameters are 
those quoted in the methodology
- all VOCs are toluene and all isocyantes are toluene di-isocyanayte
- for permission no. A U 7362 : that all TDI is released from the 40m stack, and none is 
released from lower stacks
- all authorisations are outside the cSAC and SPA, therefore any discharges to water are 
flowing away from the South Pennine Moors1 designated area and w ill not have any  
significant impact upon the site. This is in accordance with the water quality discharge 
consent pro-forma.
R A S-
In accordance with the relevance criteria in Habitats Directive Work Instruction (Appendix 
8): Functional Guidance on Applying the Habitats Regulations to Radioactive Substances 
Authorisations (29_02, V .l ,  14/02/02):
Within the South Area boundary, no nuclear licensed sites fall within 5km o f the South 
Pennine Moors. " — — — — ——
Within the South Area boundary, there no authorisations for disposal o f  radioactive waste 
by emissions to air within 1km South Pennine Moors.
Within the South Area boundary, there are no authorisations for disposal o f  radioactive 
waste by discharge to ground or surface water within the South Pennine Moors site 
boundary. Surface and groundwater flows away from the South Pennine Moors (see Water 
Quality and Water Resources pro-formas), therefore any discharges outside the boundary 
have not been considered, as they w ill not have any impact.
South Pennine Moors Habitats In-Combination Assessment
The South Pennine Moors covers a roughly linear north south track o f  land all to the east o f  
the Greater Manchester conurbation. The south (cast) P1R team covers the Authorised 
processes in the area roughly between Littleborough in the north and M acclesfield in the 
south a distance o f  around 40 km. In reality the emissions from the processes covered by this 
team w ill impinge on different parts o f  the SPM. It was decided to split the sites into North
and South on a line along the Longdendale valley, Mottram in Longdendale and Hyde in 
Tameside. It is then assumed the north sites will affect the northern part o f  the SPM and the 
southern sites w ill affect the southern part o f  the SPM. These roughly correspond to the sites 
in the Agencies NE region and Midlands region also.
Initial Screen
A ll the sites in the South East team have already been put through an initial screening 
assessment which concluded that none o f  the sites individually exceeded the 1% EAL/CL for 
any determinand. This has been sent to EA Ecology and English Nature
In-Combination Assessment
1. SPREADSHEET OF TOTAL %EAL/CL’S
Two spreadsheets have been produced with every site and all the known emissions taken 
from the ISR data in Tonnes per year. From this the . actual Ground Level Concentrations 
(GLC’s) have been calculated, and the % o f the EAL/CL for each substance. The percentages 
have then been totalled for each substance to give a cumulative % o f  the EAL/CL.
1.1 Assumptions Made
The ISR data is used as the most readily available database o f  emissions.
Stack heights are 10 metres unless known to be higher. Where there are significant emissions, 
actual heights have been entered. Much o f  the data from the ISR is recorded as Below  
Reporting Threshold (BRT). In this case the tonneage for the reporting threshold has been  
entered. This means the emissions are overestimated. Where BRT data gives a significant 
GLC, actual data has been entered. The GLC’s are calculated using the south area dispersion 
modelling look up tables.
EALs are used which refer to toxic effects on humans as the only available data. Where 
available, CL’s are used for example for Nox, Sox and fluorides.
1.2 CONCLUSIONS
For the South part o f  the SPM, the cumulative totals for each substance are all less than 1% 
except for Sox.
For most substances the.cumulative_iotals_are less than 0.1% o f  the EAL/CL. The only
substances to exceed 0.5% are HC1 (0.9%), Nox (0.8%) and Sox (.74%).
For the North part o f  the SPM there are no failures o f  the 1% EAL.
For most substances the cumulative totals are less than 0.1% o f  the EAL/CL. The only  
substance to exceed 0.5% o f  the EAL/CL is N ox (0.89%).
2. Background Concentrations 
2.1 Methods
The cumulative totals have taken into account all the IPC Part A  processes in this area. 
However the Habitats guidance requires consideration o f  the effect o f  the processes in 
Northeast region Midlands region and other sources such as part B ’s and traffic.
The Midlands region and NE region have used background data as a means o f  looking at 
cumulative effects. This method has therefore been adopted to accommodate the emissions 
from the other regions in the cumulative effects. However, the other regions have added 
background levels to the Process Contribution for each site. Rather than do this for every site, 
in this assessment the background concentration has been added to  the cumulative total as a
% o f  EAL. This means the emissions from the process are added into the cumulative totals 
and then again by adding the background as they are existing sites. However this means the 
cumulative data can be done for all sites in one report.
The predicted environmental concentration (PEC) was calculated by adding the predicted 
process contribution (PC) to the predicted background concentration. Where the PEC is less 
than 80% o f  the CL/EAL the conclusion is that the emissions are unlikely to have a 
significant effect.
Background data has therefore been accessed from the UK National Air Quality Information 
Archive Website. For the south part o f  the SPM, the most appropriate background data and 
the most accurate is that from the automatic monitoring station at Ladybower. The statistical 
data gives an annual mean for 2000 as 4|_ig/m3 for SOx and ll(j,g/m3 for NOx. A s all the part 
A  processes are existing they w ill already be included in this background data. However the 
calculated cumulative % EAL/CL has been added to the background data as a % o f  the 
EAL/CL to give a total cumulative effect.
2.2 Data Used
The cumulative totals show that process contributions to the %EAL’s are very low. The only  
substances greater than 0.5% o f  the EAL/CL are Sox. N ox and HCL. Background data is 
available for N ox and Sox. (see below).
There is no background data for the other substances listed as emissions. However there is 
some information given below  taken from the JNCC Air Pollution Handbook on specific 
substances. Some substances have been considered as part o f  earlier assessments (for 
substantial variations) and details are included below.
VOC’s ...
The recent assessment for Stephan U K  in Stalybridge included a cumulative total for VO C’ s. 
The total cumulative GLC for the sites within 10km o f the SPM (excluding Akzo Nobel) 
assessed as methylene chloride is 3.25 jag/m3 which is less than 1% o f  the EAL. (1% o f  the 
EAL is 7|J.g/m3.
Hydrogen Chloride
There is no background concentration data available for HCL. The cumulative effects have 
already beenconsideredixyM ding the known process contributionsrT'here-are unlikely to-be 
any significant background concentrations. Data from the JNCC Air Pollution handbook give 
the following data on HCL:
It is rapidly removed by wet and dry deposition so gaseous concentrations are rarely high, 
but the rapid deposition means it may be a significant contribution to deposited acidity close 
to point sources. Cause chlorosis and necrosis o f  leaves. Not possible to set concentrations o f  
concern as little work on long term exposure o f  species at realistic concentrations o f  HCl. 
Examples o f  sensitive species are all based on exposure to high concentrations fo r  short 
durations.
Hydrogen Fluoride
There is no background concentration data available for HF. The cumulative effects have 
already been considered by adding the known process contributions. There are unlikely to be 
any significant background concentrations. Data from the JNCC Air Pollution handbook give 
the following data on H F:
Only reaches significant concentrations around point sources. Affects plants and animals e.g. 
damage to leaves and accumulates in animal tissue. Grazing animals particularly at risk, but 
little work has been carried out on native species. Some invertebrates are sensitive. The 24 hr 
average o f  .3 \xg/m3 across a year is required to protect species. More work on low level 
exposure is needed.
The CL o f  0.3|_ig/m3 has been used for this assessment. The cumulative total for the GLC is 
0.29% o f this CL. I.e. Less than the 1% level.
NOx and SOx Data
Data for the South part of the South Pennine Moors
EAL/CL USED  
pG/M3
ANNUAL
MEAN
(iG/M3
ANNUAL  
MEAN  
AS % OF 
EAL/CL
CUMULA
TIVE
PROCESS
CONTRIB
UTION
AS %
EAL
PREDICTED
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCENTRATION
(SUM  OF
BACKGROUND
PLUS
CUMULATIVE
TOTAL)
NOx 30jig/m3
N  ational obj ective 
for the protection o f  
vegetation and 
ecosystems
11 36.7% .8436 37.5%
SOx 20j.ig/m3 National 
objective for the 
protection o f  
vegetation and 
ecosystems
4 20% 0.74% 20.74%
CONCLUSIONS
The Predicted environmental concentration for the south part of the South Pennine 
Moors cSAC/SPA for both NOx and SOx is less than 80% of the CL/EAL and therefore 
the emissions either alone or in combination are unlikely to have a significant effect on 
the interest features of the South Pennine Moors cSAC/SPA.
Data for nortli part of South Pennine Moors cSAC/SPA
There are no automatic monitoring stations in this part o f  the Northwest. Data has been taken 
from the active maps o f  pollutant concentrations which are based on 1996 data and are 
estimates rather than measurements. (The “Estimated Background Pollutant Concentrations 
in the U K ”.) Data is for the Saddleworith Moors at NGR 404 406.
EAL/CL USED  
I-lG/M3
A N N U A L
M EAN
pG/M 3
ANNUAL  
M EAN AS 
% OF 
EAL/CL
CUMULA
TIVE
PROCESS
CONTRIB
UTION
AS %
EAL
PREDICTED
ENVIRONM ENTAL
CONCENTRATION
(SUM  OF
BACKGROUND
PLUS
CUMULATIVE
TOTAL)
N ox 30)iig/m3
National objective 
for the protection o f  
vegetation and 
ecosystem s
10ppb=
l9.04[iG/M 3
63% 0.895 63.8%
SOx 20|j,g/m3 National 
objective for the 
protection o f  
vegetation and 
ecosystem s
3.21ppb=
8.53jnG/M3
42.6% 0.41 43.06%
CONCLUSIONS
The Predicted environmental concentration for the north part of the South Pennine 
Moors cSAC/SPA for both NOx and SOx is less than 80% of the CL/EAL and therefore 
the emissions either alone or in combination are unlikely to have a significant effect on 
the interest features of the South Pennine Moors cSAC/SPA.
J4. Does in ternal consultation support this initial assessment? (yes or no) Yes
J5. If  not w hat is the new assessment? ( See Appendix 7)
I P P C  w i t h i n  1 0 k m  
R A S  w i t h i n  1 k m  
S o u t h  P e n n i n e  M o o r s  
c S A C / S P A
M A P I
SPPC within 10km 
RAS within 1km 
SouthPennine Moors 
cSAC/SPA
MAP 2
I P P C  w i t h i n  1 0 k m  
R A S  w i t h i n  1 k m  
S o u t h  P e n n i n e  M o o r s  
c S A C / S P A
M A P  3
SITE ISSUES BRIEFING
1. Site name: South Pennine Moors cSAC
2. Features (lis t)
* indicates priority habitat
1.1 Fens & wet habitats (not sensitive to acidification)
Wet heathland with cross-leaved heath (sensitive to acidification at this 
site)
1.2 Bogs & wet habitats (sensitive to acidification)
* Blanket Bog
Very wet mires often identified by an unstable ‘quaking’ surface
1.6 Dry woodlands & scrub
Western acidic oak woodland
1.8 Dry heathland habitats
Dry heaths
3. Site condition Degree of confidence 
[favourable/unfavourable] (high/medium/iow)
3a. I f  unfavourable, list features contributing to this judgement:
Lack of bryophytes & lichens in all vegetation types. Largely due to 
overgrazed heath & bog, drying of peat deposits, over burning and poor 
air quality. Erosion. All features are unfavourable but with varying 
degrees of confidence: Blankiet bog -  high confidence, the rest are 
medium confidence.
4. Level of complexity
i. Number of Agency consents: <100: 100-1.000: 1.000-10.000: >10.000) 
tbc
ii. Number of component SSSIs: pSAC: 5
iii. Total area of site: tbc (pSAC 64983 SPA)
iv. Estimated level of site knowledge: (High/Medium/Low) (Eastern Peak 
District Moors = high; Dark Peak = low; South Pennine Moors = medium)
5. Current Status of Review of Consents Process
6. Date:
Version no:
7. S ite p rio rity :
8 Issues matrix (best judgement at present)
Impact/Risk* Responsibility Features at Information source and commentsissue/Tacior 3 2 1 0 Agency Others risk
Contamination (From air pathway) s / / All Various studies re air pollution on 
vegetation
Contamination 
(From water & 
land)
Toxic ✓ S / All Possible OP effects if sheep returned too 
early. No OP disposal on site. Oil / gas 
pipelines, transport activities
Non-toxic y / Blanket bog, 
heath
Liming & fertilizing for moorland 
regeneration, supplementary feeding, 
overstocking. Possible nut N deposition 
from air?
Problematic Flow
hydrology Lowered water table /
/
Habitats Some abstraction licences, including from 
rivers to reservoirs. Lowered to critical 
levels on blanket bog, thus no longer 
active in places.
Water level 
management
s S ✓ Habitats Potential impacts from reservoirs
Land drainage ✓ ✓ Habitats Moorland Gripping -  may lead to 
increased acidification
Land use (catchment/off-site land use) ✓
Site management ■ / Habitats Moorland Burning, overgrazing, drainage, 
liming, supplementary feeding
Fisheries management s
Flood & Coastal defence s
Non-physical disturbance 
(eg.noise/recreation)
s
Physical damage (eg. Dredging/trampling) V -
• / Habitats Walking, motorcycles, peat cutting, 
reservoir dam works (traffic), mountain 
bikes
Biological Disturbance (eg.non-natives, 
extraction)
Habitats Rhododendrons
Habitat fragmentation/barriers to migration ✓ ✓ Woodland Woodland not regenerating, thus 
increased fragmentation likely
* 3, Impact on feature; 2, High risk; 1, likely low risk/uncertain risk; 0, No exposure/irrelevant
9. Other Initiatives addressing Issues (tick)
Planning mechanisms/strategies1
OS) Local Environment Agency Plans (LEAPs)
IS) Air quality plans/strategies -  local authority
□ Waste Management strategies -  Agency input but local authority
□ Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies (CAMS) - Goyt Valley due 2003
□ Salmon Action Plans
□ River SSSI Conservation Strategies
□ Coastal Habitat Management Plan
□ Shoreline and Estuary Management Plan
El Other Restoring Sustainable Abstractions Programme (RSAP) Initiatives
E) Minerals plans / quarries
Management
□ Water Level Management Plan
□ Nitrate Vulnerable Zones
13 Agri-environment initiatives (Countryside Stewardship) - ESA
□ River quality objectives
□ Eutrophication Control Action Plan
El Wildlife enhancement scheme -  applicable to some units. More being scoped.
Regulation/licensing/consenting
□? Abstraction licensing review
□ Urban Wastewater Treatment
Periodic Review Programmes
□ Water industry -  Yorkshire Water may try to get access improvements via AMP 
E3 IPC/IPPC/ Waste licence four yearly reviews
Specific Projects
El EU-LIFE demonstration projects -  South Pennine Moors EU LIFE Project, see 
below
□ Alleviation of low flow projects 
Others (text)
SCOSPA (Standing Conference of South Pennine Authorities) The South 
Pennine Moors: Integrated Management Strategy and Conservation Action 
Programme. EU LIFE project 
■ A Manual of good practice for the South Pennine Moors Special Protection 
Area (SPA) and surroundings. 1996-1998. Produced on behalf of the South 
Pennine Moors EU LIFE project.
10. Key contact
Key contact for site: EN: several, EA: Gill Dent / Nicola Lord 
Address: EN: Wakefield / Over Haddon, EA: Birchwood
1 The Site should be directly affected by the implementation of these plans, i.e. although all catchments in the UK will 
have a CAMS developed, the box should only be ticked if the Natura 2000 site is likely to be affected by its 
implementation
SITE ISSUES BRIEFING
Site name: South Pennine Moors SPA 
Features (list)
Features to be confirmed in JNCC SPA review -  the features below 
represent what EN think the designations may be, although Phase 1 
may just be the article 4.1 species. The review may also amalgamate 
Phases 1 & 2 into one SPA.
3.1 Birds of uplands
Article 4.1
Meriin + possibly:
Golden Plover 
Short eared owl
Article 4.2
Dunlin
Site condition Degree of confidence
favourable/unfavourable] (high/medium/low)
If unfavourable, list features contributing to this judgement:
Merlin -  favourable / medium
Twite -  unfavourable / medium -  improvement of inbye & inappropriate 
timing of silage cutting are problematic for Twite. Inbye is included in the 
site in Leek Moors I Goyt Valley thus unfavourable.
Golden Plover -  favourable / medium
Short-eared Owl -  unfavourable over most of site due to excessive 
burning. Favourable in Goyt Valley, as much unburned / ungrazed land. 
Curlew -  favourable in South Pennine Moors. Unfavourable in Goyt 
Valley as not sufficient mosaic habitat.
Peregrine -  favourable habitat, but large persecution & disturbance issue.
South Pennine Moors SSSI -  favourable / low for all species
The rest has unfavourable elements, hence the site condition assessment,
but overall is probably favourable.
The habitat structure is vital for the SPA features & assessment of this is 
different from assessment of SAC vegetation condition, hence birds may 
be favourable in places despite an unfavourable SAC habitat condition 
assessment. I.e. this judgement is based on habitat suitability and not bird 
numbers.
4.2 curlew
4.2 twite
4.1 peregrine
Level of complexity:
i. Number of Agency consents: <100; 100-1.000:1.000-10.000: >10,000) 
tbc
ii. Number of component SSSIs: SPA phase I : 4; Phase 11 = 1
iii. Total area of site: Phase I = 45270; Phase II = 21000
iv. Estimated level of site knowledge: (High/Medium/Low)
Current Status of Review of Consents Process
Water resources stage 1 complete? Check all
Date:
Version no:
Site priority:
8 Issues m atrix (best judgement at present)
Is s ile /fac to r Impact rRisk* Responsibility Features at 
risk Information source and comments3 2 1 0 Agency Others
Contamination (From air pathway) ? -/ V Birds / habitat Various studies re air pollution on 
vegetation. Indirect effects on birds?
Contamination 
(From water & 
land)
Toxic ? ■/ Birds Possible OP effects if sheep returned too 
early. No OP disposal on site.
Non-toxic 7 Birds / habitat Liming & fertilizing for moorland 
regeneration. Supplementary feeding, 
overstocking. Nut N deposition from air? 
Possible indirect effects on birds.
Problematic
hydrology
Flow
Lowered water table y s  . Bird
assemblage
Problem mainly on South Pennine Moors 
SSSI
Water level 
management
? ■ / S Habitats Potential effects from reservoirs?
Land drainage y y Birds / 
Habitats
Moorland Gripping. Indirect & direct 
effects on birds via feeding.
Land use (catchment/off-site land use) y y Twite Main reason for loss of twite is loss of 
feeding / nesting areas on inbye due to 
improvements.
Site management y ■/ V Habitats & 
Birds
Moorland Burning, overgrazing, drainage, 
bracken control.
Fisheries management
Flood & Coastal defence ✓
Non-physical disturbance 
(eg.noise/recreation)
V Birds Shooting, walking, motorcycles, mountain 
bikes, reservoir dam works. 1 for merlin 
& short-eared owl, 2 for waders
Physical damage (eg. Dredging/trampling) ✓ y Habitats & 
Birds
Walking, motorcycles, peat cutting, 
reservoir dam works (traffic), mountain 
bikes. Localised but widespread risk due 
I to linear ROW.
Biological Disturbance (eg.non-natives, 
extraction)
✓ Mainly
peregrines
Persecution: shooting / egg stealing
Habitat fragmentation/barriers to migration ✓ ✓ Birds Improvement of in-bye land (off site)
* 3, Impact on feature; 2, High risk; 1, likely low risk/uncertain risk; 0, No exposure/irrelevant
9. Other Initiatives addressing Issues (tick)
Planning mechanisms/strategies1
GO Local Environment Agency Plans (LEAPs)
El Air quality plans/strategies -  local authority
□ Waste Management strategies -  Agency input but local authority
□ Catchment Abstraction Management Strategies (CAMS) - Goyt Valley due 2003
□ Salmon Action Plans
□ River SSSI Conservation Strategies
□ Coastal Habitat Management Plan
□ Shoreline and Estuary Management Plan
El Other Restoring Sustainable Abstractions Programme (RSAP) Initiatives
El Minerals plans / quarries
Management
□ Water Level Management Plan
□ Nitrate Vulnerable Zones
El Agri-environment initiatives (Countryside Stewardship) - ESA
□ River quality objectives
□ Eutrophication Control Action Plan
El Wildlife enhancement scheme -  applicable to some units. More being scoped.
Reguiation/licensing/consenting
□? Abstraction licensing review
□ Urban Wastewater Treatment
Periodic Review Programmes
□ Water industry -  Yorkshire Water may try to get access improvements via AMP 
El IPC/IPPC / Waste licence four yearly reviews
Specific Projects
El EU-LIFE demonstration projects -  South Pennine Moors EU LIFE Project, see 
below
D Alleviation of low flow projects 
Others (text)
SCOSPA (Standing Conference of South Pennine Authorities) The South 
Pennine Moors: Integrated Management Strategy and Conservation Action 
Programme. EU LIFE project
A Manual of good practice for the South Pennine Moors Special Protection 
Area (SPA) and surroundings. 1996-1998. Produced on behalf of the South 
Pennine Moors EU LIFE project.
10. Key contact
Key contact for site: EN: several, EA: Gill Dent 
Address: EN: Wakefield / Over Haddon, EA: Birchwood
1 The Site should be directly affected by the implementation of these plans, i.e. although all catchments in the UK will 
have a CAMS developed, the box should only be ticked if the Natura 2000 site is likely to be affected by its 
implementation
